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Abstract

Context: Augmented Reality (AR) provides a novel approach for presenting cultural heritage content. Recent advances in AR research and the uptake of powerful mobile devices means AR is a viable option for heritage institutions, but there are challenges that must be overcome before high-quality AR is commonplace.

Aims: This project details the development of an AR “magic camera” system featuring novel dual-camera marker-based tracking, allowing users to take AR photos at outdoor heritage sites using a tablet computer. The aims of the project were to assess the feasibility of the tracking method, evaluate the usability of the AR system, and explore implications for the heritage sector.

Method: A prototype system was developed. A user study was designed, where participants had to recreate reference images as closely as possible using an iPad and the AR system around the University grounds. Data, such as completion time and error rates, were collected for analysis. The images produced were rated for quality by three experts.

Results: Participants responded positively to the system, and the new tracking method was used successfully. The usability study uncovered a number of issues, most of which are solvable in future software versions. However, some issues, such as difficulty orientating objects, rely on improving hardware and software before they can be fixed, but these problems did not affect the quality of the images produced. Participants completed each task more quickly after initial slowness, and while the system was frustrating for some, most found the experience enjoyable.

Conclusion: The study successfully uncovered usability problems. The dual-camera tracking element was successful, but the marker-based element encountered lighting problems and high false-positive rates. Orientating objects using inertial sensors was not intuitive; more research in this area would be beneficial. The heritage sector must consider development, maintenance and training costs, and site modification issues.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis intends to investigate the use of augmented reality (AR) technology on mobile devices as a method of presenting cultural heritage content in an outdoor environment.

1.1 Background

Cultural heritage sites and museums are tasked with providing information about the past to members of the public in a clear and easily digestible manner, and in a way that does not require large amounts of the visitors’ time. However, there are challenges to overcome to achieve this - walls of text overwhelm visitors, complex and specialist language is used where the readers have only a passing interest, and uninteresting pictures fail to engage. For this reason, the heritage sector often seeks new ways to engage visitors with their sites, and are often keen to harness technology to achieve this. AR interfaces are one such technology.
1.2 Objectives and research questions

This thesis documents the specification, design, implementation, and evaluation of a mobile AR system for use at an outdoor heritage site as a way of visualising 3D content. A novel hybrid marker-based and dual-camera switching tracking approach was employed as a way of testing the limitations of conventional marker-based tracking, whilst also attempting to utilise other hardware functionality in an attempt to find new tracking approaches. A user study was undertaken to evaluate the usability of the entire system, whilst also exploring the best ways to evaluate AR interfaces. Domain specific issues were also explored to uncover the issues that might be encountered by the heritage sector, which is often not technologically-minded.

The research questions can be summarised as follows:

1. “Does a tracking system utilising two cameras on a mobile device present a feasible method of tracking for AR?”

2. “How does the use of a dual-camera paradigm impact usability?”

3. “What are the implications for the heritage sector if AR technology is adopted?”

1.3 Thesis structure

This thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 Literature review. This chapter explores past research relevant to the topics of AR, cultural heritage and mobile devices. The findings of this chapter were used as a basis for the rest of the research.

Chapter 3 Design. This chapter details the design of a new AR system intended for outdoor use at a cultural heritage site, including the software engineering
principles used and the rationale behind the decisions made. The literature review was used to inform the specification of requirements for the system.

Chapter 4 Implementation. This chapter describes the implementation of the system from the design in the previous chapter. Detailed in this chapter are the tools used to develop the system and the problems that were encountered.

Chapter 5 User study. This chapter details the method that was used to evaluate the implemented system, including the procedure of the usability study and the data that was collected. This chapter also presents the results that were obtained from the user study. Statistical analysis techniques were used to draw conclusions from the data.

Chapter 6 Discussion. This chapter discusses some of the overarching issues that have arisen as part of this research. These issues are discussed critically, and suggestions of how some of them could be solved are presented.

Chapter 7 Conclusion. This chapter presents the conclusions of the research, and sets out the areas where future work could be undertaken.
Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents some of the existing research in the domains of AR and cultural heritage. The findings of this chapter were used to help inform the rest of the research presented in this thesis.

2.2 Background

Various technologies have been employed previously as a means of presenting cultural heritage content. These have included static computer kiosks to provide information to visitors [26], audio tour guides [34], mobile device-based tour guides [1, 19, 10], and even robot tour guides [15, 85].

AR also offers a novel and interactive way of presenting information to visitors. An AR system is a system which enriches ("augments") the real world with computerised information and objects (an example of this is shown in Figure 2.1). Milgram et al. [49] defined the Reality-Virtuality continuum, which provides a taxonomy for all Virtual Reality (VR) based systems and encompasses everything from...
reality (the real world) to complete virtuality (a completely immersive, entirely virtual world). According to their classification, AR is a type of Mixed Reality, which describes any combination of reality and virtuality (see Figure 2.2). It should also be noted that their definition is not tied to a particular type of hardware, notably Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs), which have been a popular choice for AR systems.

Azuma [3] also notes that AR is not tied only to HMDs. Azuma builds upon the definition, and observes that in addition to being a blend of the real and virtual, AR should be interactive in real time and registered in 3D. Azuma considers that, although AR is most commonly associated with augmenting the users’ sense of sight, it can also cover the other senses such as hearing [9, 35].

This chapter focuses on the application of AR to the cultural heritage domain,
and covers common approaches taken and issues that arise. This particular section gives a general introduction to AR and cultural heritage. Section 2.3 shows how cultural heritage sites can be broadly divided into indoor and outdoor categories, and discusses the challenges faced from a location perspective. Section 2.4 provides an overview of some common approaches to tracking in AR systems. Section 2.5 presents some examples of the different hardware used in cultural heritage AR systems, and Section 2.6 presents common software toolkits and frameworks used to aid development. An summary of the trends and challenges faced in the future for different stakeholders is given in Section 2.7, and a summary table of the example systems detailed in this section is given in Section 2.8.

2.2.1 Augmented Reality for cultural heritage

The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) defines a cultural heritage as the following [88]:

Monuments: architectural works, works of monumental sculpture and painting, elements or structures of an archaeological nature, inscriptions, cave dwellings and combinations of features, which are of outstanding universal value from the point of view of history, art or science;

Groups of buildings: groups of separate or connected buildings which, because of their architecture, their homogeneity or their place in the landscape, are of outstanding universal value from the point of view of history, art or science;

Sites: works of man or the combined works of nature and man, and areas including archaeological sites which are of outstanding universal value from the historical, aesthetic, ethnological or anthropological point of view.

This definition has since been broadened to also include artefacts, works of art, etc., such as those commonly found in museum exhibitions [18, p. 2]. In this
document, the term “cultural heritage site” refers to any site of cultural significance. Cultural heritage sites can be broadly categorised into two groups - outdoor and indoor. Indoor sites often take the form of museums and visitor centres, where historic artefacts are displayed for the general public. An outdoor site could simply be a field where buildings once stood, or could be an entire city consisting of many (still intact) buildings.

There are an increasing number of applications for using AR for cultural heritage, including tour guides [51], virtual museums [94], serious games [12], and monument reconstruction [90]. One reason why AR is presenting itself as a feasible technology for the heritage sector is that it is now possible to develop applications for consumer-level mobile technology - many people now carry a powerful, lightweight, networked device in the form of “smart phones” and tablet computers. These devices are being purchased by an increasing number of people, and online distribution platforms such as Apple’s App Store provide an easy way for developers to deliver their software to consumers. Due to this, expensive specialist hardware need not be purchased by the heritage sites themselves, and large static computer kiosks need not take up often valuable exhibition space. Outdoor sites could particularly benefit, as in the past such systems may not have been possible due to concerns over weatherproofing and vandalism of installations.

2.3 Location issues

Both indoor and outdoor sites present many of the same challenges that must be addressed to successfully implement AR systems, including content acquisition [64], content storage and categorisation [43], tracking and calibration [4], marker placement, usability [31], and ergonomic issues [6]. However, there are different issues that must be overcome that are specific to either indoor or outdoor sites.
2.3.1 AR for indoor heritage sites

Previous applications of AR to indoor cultural heritage sites have often taken the form of “virtual museums”, where visitors use AR technology to view objects that may otherwise be inaccessible to them. This may be due the value or fragility of such objects, or simply due to space limitations within the museum or because the physical object is at another museum. A prominent example of this is the European Commission-funded ARCO project [94], which was designed to provide museum curators with a complete system to facilitate the creation and exhibition of a virtual museum using both Virtual Reality (VR) and AR techniques, from content acquisition, to content management, to content presentation. Models are acquired using photogrammetry techniques\(^1\) which are then stored in a database where they are categorised and managed. Exhibitions are presented either via a web browser (i.e., VR) or on location (i.e., AR). The AR portion of the system uses pre-fabricated 3D models from the database combined with fiducial markers\(^2\) to allow visitors to manually inspect artefacts. Visitors are able to manipulate the objects via manipulation of the markers themselves, allowing for rotation and adjustment of zoom level of the object which would generally not be possible in a “glass case” exhibition. Multiple objects can be viewed simultaneously, and users can select which objects are shown and which are hidden, which allows for a meaningful comparison of objects. Part of the ARCO system was also modified and presented separately by Liarokapis and White [41]. A similar application of AR was implemented by Caarls et al. [16], who extended the concept with the addition of rapid-prototyped clones of objects which were created with a 3D printer and combined with markers. This allowed visitors to touch and manipulate these prototypes, which were then

---

1\(^1\)Photogrammetry is the practice of extracting measurements from photographs [12, p. 1]. In this context, these measurements are used to create 3D models.

2\(^2\)Fiducial markers are planar markers which serve as a real-world placeholder for a virtual object - a marker is detected by the system and the correct virtual object is superimposed over it (see Section 2.4.1).
augmented with 3D renderings. For an in-depth discussion of virtual museums, see
the survey by Styliani et al. [83] and the article by Carrozzino and Bergamasco [17].

While fiducial markers can provide adequate tracking in situations where the
camera has a good view of the marker and is not subject to constant and dramatic
relocation, tracking for larger areas requires larger markers to be used and in greater
numbers to maintain accurate poisoning tracking. However, the placement of such
markers may not be desired due to aesthetic implications, or may not be allowed if
it requires placing markers on features of a protected site.

Even though the “virtual museum” concept, in which 3D models of artefacts are
exhibited, is a popular one, it is not the only application of AR for indoor heritage
sites and museums. Miyashita et al. [51] also presented an indoor AR system for
museums, but it was not for exhibiting digital models. Their system was developed
for the Louvre in Paris for a temporary exhibition on Islamic art, and had two
parts: an “artwork appreciation” component, which provided 3D information about
important parts of the artwork to the user directly in front of the exhibition via a
PC station and hand-held component; and a “guidance” component which guides
users through the museum using an animated character via an ultra-mobile PC
(UMPC). Due to the use of fiducial markers being disallowed, the project utilised
a highly accurate (within 1mm) markerless tracking approach that performs well
under low-lighting conditions that are common in such exhibitions.

The indoor portion of the Cultural Heritage Layers system presented by Zöll-
ner et al. [98] also did not serve as a method of exhibiting artefacts, but instead
allowed users to view a tabletop satellite image of Berlin augmented with a 3D
model of the Berlin Wall and urban developments from 1940 - 2008. The same
technology was used in conjunction with the Rome Reborn project[^1] to present 3D
Roman monuments which were augmented over a large floor map. Users would

walk over the map and point a handheld device at points of interest, which would then superimpose the 3D replicas on screen \[99\].

The main issues affecting the design of AR systems for indoor sites are those of marker placement if using marker based tracking, and ensuring that systems are easy to use for all age groups and levels of computer literacy. It is also important to ensure that hardware used is powerful enough to support AR applications, and that they are structurally robust if being lent to the public.

### 2.3.2 AR for outdoor heritage sites

Developing AR systems for outdoor applications is arguably more difficult than it is for indoor applications [4]. The environment and resources, such as lighting conditions and electrical power, cannot be as tightly controlled, and hardware cannot usually be left outdoors. This typically means that mobile computer systems must be used, which can be uncomfortably heavy to wear and expensive if it is a wearable system combined with an HMD. The lack of ideal conditions often means that marker-based tracking systems cannot be used, which leads to a reliance on other methods such as those based on Global Positioning System (GPS) and inertial sensors, which can be inaccurate. Nevertheless, numerous systems for outdoor sites have been successfully developed and implemented.

A significant example of an application of AR to outdoor sites is the ARCHEO-GUIDE project \[90\], which used an HMD and wearable computer combination to guide the user through an Ancient Greek temple site. The system also used a tablet computer to display location-sensitive information to the user, such as pre-rendered 3D reconstructions and images of archaeological finds, which are streamed to the device via a wireless network. The project was successfully deployed in 2001, using off-the-shelf hardware components. However, during testing it was found that the hardware was uncomfortable to wear for long periods \[89\]. The Augurscope project
took a different approach. There were no wearable components as it combined a wheeled tripod with a computer and camera system, allowing users to wheel the device around a castle site in Nottingham, England. However, despite its mobility and that fact that it was designed to be used while moving, it was found that users were reluctant to move the device (perhaps due to the size and weight of the device and uneven ground surface), and that groups of people of different heights meant constant adjustment of the device was necessary. With these issues in mind, the Augurscope was later refined into the Augurscope II, which more people were willing to move it around the site.

Another outdoor system using mobile technology is MARCH. Unlike ARCHEOGUIDE, the then contemporary (year 2009) consumer mobile phones had the power and features to implement an AR system. The MARCH system was developed for the Gargas prehistoric cave site in France, and uses AR to superimpose enhanced images of cave painting over the remains, which can be difficult to interpret. As the system uses a mobile phone, it is completely mobile and does not suffer from the comfort problems encountered by ARCHEOGUIDE.

The Mobile Augmented Reality Tour (MART) system also demonstrates a mobile outdoor AR system. The researchers used popular tourist spots in Gyeongbokgung, South Korea to test the system’s tracking technology. Using their system, 3D characters are correctly superimposed in numerous environments. However, even though the technology is targeted at mobile phones, the results presented were obtained from a prototype that ran on a laptop.

The main issues faced in designing AR systems for outdoor sites are those of tracking effectively without the use of markers in an environment that may be devoid of features to use for tracking, and also ensuring any apparatus used is weather-proof and vandal-proof. Also, as with indoor sites, hardware used must be powerful enough to support AR applications. There is also the issue of making
software available to visitors - if the user has to download and install software then there needs to be infrastructure in place to allow this.

2.4 Tracking

For an AR system to be effective, the position of the device in the world must be accurately tracked so that virtual objects can be superimposed in the correct location. AR generally requires tracking in 6 degrees of freedom (DoF) - x, y, and z combined with pitch, roll, and yaw - to enable digital data to be superimposed seamlessly into the real world, though there are some exceptions [62]. A number of methods are popular, including marker-based, inertial, optical, and location-based. However, none of these technologies are perfect. For example, GPS can be too inaccurate; inertial sensors are subject to drift (loss of accuracy over time); and optical methods can be computationally expensive. As such, hybrid approaches that mitigate the shortcomings of using a single technology are common [82, 85, 68, 67].

The suitability of each method depends on many factors, primary of which is the domain location (some methods are more suited to indoor than outdoor and vice-versa), but also target hardware, and how sensitive the domain is to modification.

It is important to distinguish tracking from calibration. Calibration refers to the initialisation phase of a tracking system (for example, determining the initial position of a device using GPS), and tracking refers to the continued re-evaluation of the scene and device position so that objects are correctly located. However, much of the literature reviewed for this project to does not discuss calibration in much detail, or it is discussed as part of the tracking system and not explicitly mentioned. Also, sometimes calibration is not actually a separate initial phase of the tracking process, but happens during every step of the tracking process. An example of this is in some marker-based tracking systems, where calibration happens every frame.
2.4.1 Marker-based tracking

Planar marker tracking systems employ the use of a camera to detect markers placed in the real world that are used to describe the position and orientation of virtual objects. The use of fiducial markers as a means of tracking is widely used in the field of AR in general, due to its efficient performance and the ease and inexpense with which markers can be produced and placed. While this is still considered a method of optical tracking, due to it being so common and such a large category it is in this document categorised it as distinct from other optical methods, which are described in Section 2.4.3. There are some disadvantages to using marker-based tracking: it is (i) only suitable under good lighting and visibility conditions; (ii) generally not feasible for outside use; and (iii) the markers may not be aesthetically pleasing or permitted for use. To make markers less intrusive, it is possible that a marker system based on watermarks could be used [39], or even completely invisible markers using infrared ink [61]. Tool support for marker-based tracking solutions are described in Section 2.6.1. Cultural heritage AR systems that have used marker-based tracking include the ARCO project [94], the system presented by Caarls et. al [16], and MARCH [20].

The ARCO project [94] used a fiducial marker based system for its tracking system, which was based on that of ARToolkit (see Section 2.6.1). As this was to exhibit virtual objects, the placement of markers was acceptable, as it did not involve placing them on walls or other features.

The system presented by Caarls et al. [16] also used marker-based tracking system, which used markers very similar to those of ARToolkit.

The MARCH system [20] used a custom marker-based tracking system with unique “colour target” markers [22]. The marker detection system was designed to be run in real time on mobile phones, but the actual MARCH system achieved performance of only 14 frames per second.
2.4.2 Inertial sensor-based tracking

Tracking via inertial sensors in a device (for example the gyroscopes and accelerometers found in many modern mobile phones) provides a method of tracking that is entirely internal to that device, i.e., the sensors are not reliant on any markers or other electronic devices after any initial calibration or set-up stage. However, inertial sensors are subject to drift [96, 53], and some are sensitive to environmental changes such as electromagnetic interference [87, p. 204]. Also, as an entirely inertial system has no visual input it cannot account for object occlusion. Tracking entirely by inertial sensors is rare in AR; it is usually combined with another method to increase accuracy. No example could be found within the cultural heritage domain. Commonly used inertial sensors are gyroscopes, which measure orientation, and accelerometers, which measure acceleration. These are commonly paired to allow accurate position and orientation tracking, both in AR and for a number of other applications such as ship navigation [87, p. 642].

2.4.3 Optical tracking

Optical tracking methods typically achieve tracking by detecting environmental geometry like building corners or picture frame edges, such as the Speeded Up Robust Feature (SURF) [8] and Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [45] methods [30, 7], and other techniques that compare the current scene to reference images [84, 90]. However, this is not always possible if there are no easily-distinguishable features in the environment, such as an archeological site in a field [55]. Cultural heritage AR systems that have used optical tracking include the Interactive Museum Guide [7], the GAMME project [86], Cultural Heritage Layers [98], and the Augmented Reality Presentation System for Remote Cultural Heritage Sites [99].

---

4Object occlusion in this context refers to when a real-world object is placed in front of a virtual one. The desired result of this is the virtual object being partially or totally obscured by the real-world object.
The Interactive Museum Guide [7] utilised SURF, where the objects in the current scene are compared to a database of images of objects and matched to their respective “interest points”. The image with the greatest number of matches is selected in an attempt to select the object that the user is looking at. This approach does not require objects in the scene to be compared to photos of each object in isolation, which can increase production speed of the database of images. It was also found to work with a low quality camera, and does not need colour images.

The Cultural Heritage Layers system [98] utilised a similar entirely optical tracking system which used a two-phased approach. An initialisation stage was used for calibration and initialisation, where input from the camera is analysed to see if it matches a number of pre-specified “spots”, and a tracking phase was used to update the position of objects every frame after a spot has been detected. Knowledge of the spots is supplied to the system in the form of reference images, and for each of these a tree data structure of easily-detectable points is created and stored. This can be done before the system is used. Their tracking system had two modes, one for indoor environments and one for outdoor. The indoor tracking mode was intended for use with objects close to the user, and would accurately track in 6DoF. The outdoor mode assumed that objects would be far away and assumed a panoramic view around the user, and because of this would only track in 3DoF to measure the change in rotation of a stationary user [97]. The system used only 2D overlays as opposed to 3D models in an effort to maximise performance, but still only ran at 15 frames per second.

2.4.4 Location-based tracking

This category of tracking relies on satellites or beacons to calculate the position of the device.
GPS is another commonly used method of tracking for outdoor applications. GPS requires a GPS receiver and un-occluded line-of-sight to 4 or more GPS satellites to calculate the device’s position, and is therefore only suitable for outdoor use but often performs poorly in urban environments [32, p. 338]. Another disadvantage of GPS is that most consumer-grade receivers are only accurate to within a few metres, and can often be out by as much as 20 metres [40], and such receivers integrated into mobile devices are just as inaccurate [11]. This lack of accuracy means that GPS is rarely used as the sole tracking technology, but is commonly paired with another technology so that the GPS provides coarse-grain tracking to give a rough idea of location, which is refined by the other tracking method to provide the necessary accuracy. The only AR cultural heritage system found that used only GPS for tracking was the outdoor portion of the Cyberguide system [1].

Infrared beacons can also be used as a means of tracking [69]. A cultural heritage system that used this approach is the indoor portion of the Cyberguide tour guide system [1], where multiple beacons were placed around an indoor setting.

It is also possible to use wireless networks as a means of tracking, where wireless network devices act as beacons to allow for the calculation of location [36, 65]. However, no examples could be found in the cultural heritage domain.

2.4.5 Hybrid tracking

Hybrid tracking systems are common as they ensure the high-accuracy of position tracking needed for AR, and using one tracking method in tandem with one or more others can make up for technological shortcomings in each tracking method respectively. Cultural heritage AR systems that have used hybrid tracking include ARCHEOGUIDE system [90], the Augurscope [74], the Augmented Reality Museum Guide [51], and MART [76].

The ARCHEOGUIDE system [90] utilised a custom optical tracking approach
combined with GPS position data. The GPS receiver would first give a rough estimation of position and viewing angle, and then the optical tracking algorithm would further refine this by attempting to match the users current view to a series of images stored in a database on a frame-by-frame basis. This approach supported 15 frames per second at a resolution of 320 x 240 pixels.

The Augurscope [74] used a hybrid GPS and inertial sensor system. The results were found to be satisfactory, but there were problems with the accuracy of the GPS which was only accurate to within 2 - 4 metres and had a 2 second update time, meaning that without any further software smoothing the user would experience a lot of jittering.

The MART system [76] combined GPS, inertial sensors and optical tracking. Its tracking model consisted of a sensor-based tracking flow which encompasses readings from GPS and inertial sensors, and a vision-based tracking flow which matches the current camera scene to a database of reference images. These tracking flows can then be combined to make a hybrid tracking flow, which also incorporates other readings, such as those from light sensors.

2.4.6 Summary

Figure 2.3 shows the tracking technologies used by the example systems detailed in this chapter. This shows that cultural heritage AR systems generally favour the use of markerless or optical tracking. It can also be seen that systems that use marker-based tracking do not tend to use any auxiliary tracking methods. This may be because marker-based tracking is only chosen where the lighting conditions can be controlled, and when the user is intended to be up close to the objects in the system, for example in a museum setting - because of this, marker-based methods alone may be perfectly adequate. The diagram also shows that tracking systems that combine three or more tracking technologies are rare.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Tracking</th>
<th>Key</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARCHEOGUIDE [90]</td>
<td>Optical, GPS</td>
<td>[A]*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCO Project [94]</td>
<td>Marker-based</td>
<td>[B]*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An augmented fine-art exhibit [86]</td>
<td>Optical</td>
<td>[C]*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented Reality for Art, Design and Cultural Heritage [16]</td>
<td>Marker-based</td>
<td>[D] *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented Reality Presentation System for Remote Cultural Heritage Sites [95]</td>
<td>Optical</td>
<td>[F] *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augurscope [74]</td>
<td>GPS, Inertial</td>
<td>[G] *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Heritage Layers [98]</td>
<td>Optical</td>
<td>[H] *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyberguide [1]</td>
<td>IR (Indoor), GPS (outdoor)</td>
<td>[I] *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MART [76]</td>
<td>Optical, inertal, GPS</td>
<td>[L] *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixing virtual and real scenes in the site of ancient Pompeii [59]</td>
<td>Optical</td>
<td>[M] *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>WiFi</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Optical, inertal, GPS</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Optical, inertial</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Optical, inertal</td>
<td>Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Optical, inertial</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.3: Venn diagram and legend showing tracking technologies used by AR systems used in this chapter. Items marked with an asterisk (*) are systems specific to the cultural heritage domain.
2.5 Hardware

At a basic hardware level, an AR system requires four components: a computer system; a camera; a display; and some kind of tracking mechanism (though this may be a software component). There are three main categories of hardware used in AR systems: fixed computer systems; wearable computer systems; and mobile devices.

2.5.1 Fixed computer systems

AR systems can be used with static computer terminals with attached cameras. Some examples in the cultural heritage domain are the museum guide system for the Louvre [51], where a small industrial camera was used in conjunction with a PC for their presentation room, and the MovableScreen [99], which mounts a 24” iMac on a pillar that can be rotated 360 degrees. The advantages of such systems include a potentially stable power supply and network connection if mains power and a wired connection is used, and they are generally easy to develop for as they are often simply standard desktop PCs. They are also able to be used by more than one user at a time so the AR experience can be shared amongst families or groups of visitors. Disadvantages include lack of mobility and the large amount of space they take up.

Although the Augurscope [74] was designed to be moveable, it was essentially a fixed system mounted on a wheeled tripod (the system was not designed to be used when moving the tripod; the wheels served only as a method to move between locations). The system used a laptop computer to minimise weight, and an attached camera.
2.5.2 Wearable computer systems

While not required, many AR systems traditionally used HMDs as the display device [3]. Two types of HMDs are available today: optical see-through, where a semi-transparent surface placed in front of the eyes allows the user to see both the real world and have digital images reflected into their eyes; and video see-through, where one or more cameras provide a video feed of the real world, which is then combined with digital images [71]. Unfortunately HMDs can be very expensive and uncomfortable, and usually have to be paired with some kind of wearable computer. Nowadays, integrated displays such as those featured in smart phones and tablets are preferable because of their favourable size, inexpensiveness, and durability.

Cultural heritage systems that have used wearable computers include AR-CHEOGUIDE [90] and the system developed for Pompeii by Papagiannakis et al. [59]. However, for many of the systems that used wearable computers, the then-current mobile hardware such as PDAs, tablets and smart phones were not powerful enough, so to provide enough computational power this often meant a high-end laptop would need to be used which would often be heavy and uncomfortable [5]. However, advances in off-the-shelf consumer hardware now means that contemporary mobile devices can provide enough computing power for such applications.

2.5.3 Mobile devices

Due to ubiquity of powerful mobile devices such as smart phones and tablets, mobile devices are becoming popular platforms for AR systems. Table 2.1 shows the specifications of four popular mobile devices (a number of similar devices are available from competing manufacturers). These devices also feature accelerometers and gyroscopes suitable for position tracking in 6DoF. Their powerful features make all these devices suitable devices for a high-quality AR experience. This means that, as visitors will already own their own devices, cultural heritage institutions that
Table 2.1: Specifications of popular mobile hardware.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>Display</th>
<th>Cameras</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apple iPhone 4S</td>
<td>800MHz dual-core</td>
<td>512MB</td>
<td>3.5&quot;, 640 x 960 px</td>
<td>8 MP back, 0.3 MP front</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTC Rezound phone</td>
<td>1.5GHz dual-core</td>
<td>1GB</td>
<td>4.3&quot;, 1280 x 720 px</td>
<td>8 MP back, 2 MP front</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple iPad 2</td>
<td>1GHz dual-core</td>
<td>512MB</td>
<td>9.7&quot;, 1024 x 768 px</td>
<td>0.7 MP back, 0.3 MP front</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1</td>
<td>1GHz dual-core</td>
<td>1GB</td>
<td>10.1&quot;, 1280 x 800 px</td>
<td>8 MP back, 2 MP front</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The presence of both forward- and backward-facing cameras on these devices as opposed to only a traditional backward-facing one is significant: a backward facing camera only allows the user to see an augmented view of the scene in front of them (a magic window or magic lens), whereas devices with forward-facing cameras also allow the user to see and augmented view of themselves (a magic mirror). This would allows visitors to heritage sites and museums to virtually “try on” historical clothing, or even wear suits of armour, and enable them to view themselves wearing such items as well as viewing their friends and family, making for a more collaborative experience which aligns itself well with the family audience that many heritage sites aim to attract [28].

Example AR systems for cultural heritage that have used mobile hardware include the Cultural Heritage Layers system [98] that utilised a Sony UMPC as a
mobile device for users, the museum guide system for the Louvre [51] that utilised a Fujitsu UMPC, the MARCH system [20] system that utilised a Nokia N95 mobile phone.

While more powerful hardware is becoming ubiquitous, real-time processing for AR systems (especially tracking and rendering) can still be very computationally expensive [93]. To combat this, it is possible to take advantage of the networking features of some devices to move a lot of the processing to a more powerful server [33, 91]. However, this obviously relies on the presence of a server and a stable network infrastructure.

In addition to the hardware used by the users, it may also be necessary to install other hardware at a site, for example to provide infrastructure for networking or tracking. This obviously has cost implications, and it may not be desirable to leave expensive equipment outside in all weather conditions or at unmanned sites.

For an in-depth discussion of mobile technologies for AR, see the survey by Papagiannakis et al. [60].

2.6 Software

Many past cultural heritage AR applications have used mobile devices, and the designers chose to use a client-server architecture, storing content on a central server and streaming it to the user’s device over a network [90, 94]. This makes sense if there is a lot of content as mobile devices are often lacking in storage space, and it means that only content specific to the user’s location and interests need be streamed (assuming the system is aware of them) [23].

It is possible to view the structure of an application from a development perspective in layers, as in Figure 2.4. The operating system and APIs used are largely dependent on the choice of target hardware (for example, if developing for the
Apple iPhone the Apple iOS and Apple development tools must be used) but there is more freedom when it comes to toolkits. There are many toolkits available to aid the development of AR applications, mainly to provide robust tracking solutions without the need to code a system from scratch. When developing for AR applications, as with any other kind of development, a number of decisions must be made including those regarding software architecture, target platforms, toolkits, etc. Many AR systems use custom tracking methods, but some developers do not wish to “reinvent the wheel” and so make use of toolkits to save time. A good analogy is that of computer game design, where it is common for game developers to use a licenced game engine, as well as other middleware, which has been developed by another company. This allows the developers to focus more on content creation and reduce development time, but there are the downsides of less customisation and licence fees. Some commonly used toolkits are presented in the following section, which focuses mainly on tools that are available to use for free.

![Figure 2.4: The layered structure of an application.](http://www.hitl.washington.edu/artoolkit/)

### 2.6.1 Tool support

A common library used for marker-based tracking is ARToolkit[^1] a free, multi-platform C and C++ tracking library which supports both video- and optical-see through AR. It is well supported by documentation and tutorials, and there is an

active user community who are able to communicate via mailing lists and forums. The library works by converting the video input into a binary image and detecting the large black frame around the edge of the marker (Figure 2.5 shows an ARToolkit marker). ARToolkit then calculates the relative position and orientation of the marker to the camera and matches the symbol on the marker to those stored in pattern files (for storing 12 possible orientations of the marker) to select the correct virtual object. The object is the transformed to align it with the marker and then rendered. Markers are customisable by the developer, so images relevant to the domain can be used. There is also the option to use barcode-style markers. There are, however, some drawbacks to ARToolkit. It often detects markers where there are none (a false positive reading), and often confuses markers (inter-marker confusion). Despite some shortcomings, ARToolkit is arguably the most popular software toolkit for developing AR applications, and is available for numerous platforms and hardware configurations including popular mobile platforms such as Google’s Android and Apple’s iOS. It is open source and free to use for non-commercial use, but also commercially licenced for professional use.

Figure 2.5: An ARToolkit marker.

ARToolkit plus, an extended version of ARToolkit, was designed as its successor [92], but both libraries were continually developed alongside each other. ARToolKitPlus has itself since been succeeded by the Studierstube Tracker [73], and Studierstube ES [72] for embedded systems and mobile phones, but these are not

[http://www.hitl.washington.edu/artoolkit/documentation/userarwork.htm](http://www.hitl.washington.edu/artoolkit/documentation/userarwork.htm) [last access 2nd November 2011]
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publicly available.

ARTag is another marker-based tracking library, which was created in an attempt to address some of the shortcoming of ARToolkit - namely the high rate of false positives and frequent inter-marker confusion. ARTag differs from ARToolkit in that it does not match the images to pattern files (the default and most common type of marker used in ARToolkit), but instead uses a digital symbol method which encodes a binary code with checksums and error correction redundancy, inspired by the Data Matrix barcode system [29]. Figure 2.6 shows an ARTag marker. The ARTag library is free for non-commercial use.

Figure 2.6: An ARTag marker.

Another derivative of ARToolkit is OSGART (ARToolkit for OpenSceneGraph) [44], which combines ARToolkit functionality with that of OpenSceneGraph[7], a 3D graphics API which allows a 3D scene to represented in a graph data structure. OSGART does not only provide tracking functionality, but also advanced visualisation features such as shadows and reflections. It is cross-platform, and free version is available under the GPL licence for non-commercial use.

The Designer’s Augmented Reality Toolkit (DART) [47] provides a high-level way of developing rapid prototypes of AR software by using a scripting language. It is aimed more at designers than computer scientists, and attempts to provide an easy way of creating content and making AR applications without the need for in-depth technical knowledge.

http://www.openscenegraph.org/ [last access 17th November 2011]
2.7 Trends and challenges

As research has intensified over recent years and technology has improved, AR now presents itself as a feasible option to the heritage sector. A number of state- and EU-funded projects have seen fruition in the form of ARCHEOGUIDE [90], the ARCO project [91], iTacitus\[^8\] and the GAMME project [86], showing that AR is not just suitable for research environments but also for real museums and heritage sites, and that it is being taken seriously by government funding councils as a method of bringing heritage to the masses. However, there are still many challenges that must be addressed before AR becomes commonplace in the heritage sector.

2.7.1 Technology

The most obvious trend observed is the increase in uptake and development of powerful mobile devices that make mobile AR applications possible, and the increasing number of applications for such devices that apply AR is testament to this. Due to the ever-increasing power of mobile devices and increasing interest in AR, such applications are predicted to become even more pervasive. However, while many potential visitors may own the necessary AR-enabling hardware, this still only represents a small percentage of potential visitors. Many mobile devices are expensive, luxury items, and there are accessibility issues associated with this. Most museums and heritage sites are keen to attract as many people as possible, and if users must purchase expensive hardware to get the full experience then this does not present a high level of accessibility. The issue of cost is also an important one for both the visitor and the heritage site or museum. Most heritage sites and museums try to attract families to visit together, but few families can afford to buy every family member an expensive tablet or smart phone. From the perspective of the heritage site or museum, AR systems can be expensive to develop and deploy.

\[^8\]http://www.itacitus.org/ [last access 14th December 2011]
which may not be cost-effective for them if only a small number of visitors will be using it. A solution for this is to provide hardware to loan out to visitors, but the added cost this incurs for the museum and the rate at which hardware must be replaced may not be attractive, and it may not be desirable to allow visitors to borrow expensive and delicate hardware especially if they are to be used by young children.

2.7.2 Location

Many heritage sites are protected from modification of any description, and this can even extend to the placing of fiducial markers or other necessary items to facilitate AR. This narrows the choice of available technologies for some sites, meaning that markerless AR must be used or that other unobtrusive tracking technology must be used. Even if the placing of markers is permitted, it can be undesired for aesthetic reasons.

Many heritage sites and museums disallow the use of cameras and photography, and some disallow the use of mobile phones. If such devices are not permitted, this can preclude the use of mobile AR. A solution to this problem may be to have clearly defined zones in which the devices may be used for AR, but this could be difficult to enforce. Another problem is that visitors using devices for AR while moving can present health and safety issues. If visitors are not paying attention to where they are walking they may trip and fall, or walk into exhibits or other people. Clearly defined, uncluttered AR zones could also go some way to solving this problem.

From a technological perspective, there is still much to be achieved with regards to tracking, specifically for outdoor rural sites such as those situated in fields.
2.7.3 Development and deployment

For developers and programmers, developing for AR applications can be problematic because of the lack of easy-to-use development environments tailored towards AR. The Designer’s Augmented Reality Toolkit [47] sought to address this problem by providing an environment to support high-level, rapid prototyping of AR systems without the need for extensive low-level programming. However, the system was designed to run on top of Macromedia (now Adobe) Director which may constrain development somewhat, as well as leading to decreased performance and larger software footprint. No example systems using this toolkit in the cultural heritage domain could be found. While ARToolkit and other toolkits ensure developers to not have to completely invent the wheel, a series of toolkits and frameworks that specifically aid the development of cultural heritage applications (which may be fairly similar across a wide range of sites) would be welcome as a means to reduce time and cost levels.

The type of hardware used can also affect development time and cost. If a standard desktop PC is used, such as in a kiosk system, development is relatively easy compared to a mobile platform as the developers are free to use any software and tools they wish and they will only need to support a single platform. If mobile hardware is to be used then developers are often constrained as to which development tools they can use, and they may be required to support multiple platforms. This in turn brings about licensing issues for software used and the software in developments - for example, developing for Apple hardware and distributing via their App Store requires the use of Apple’s own development tools, as well as requiring Apple to accept the software on their terms for distribution.

There is still much to be achieved from a cultural heritage perspective. Many of the example systems in this chapter exist only as research projects, often as a vehicle to test new tracking technologies or hardware, instead of providing an
entire system for use by heritage institutions. The majority of those working in the heritage sector are not technology experts, and curators and other heritage specialists should not be expected to have to acquire such knowledge in order to use or manage such systems. The ARCO project \cite{94} went some way to address this by providing an entire system the facilitate inventory management and presentation, but the project does not seem to be in active development. The ARTECT tool \cite{38} created a high-level authoring tool for non-technical heritage workers to use, which focused on creating an experience-centred toolkit rather than a software-centred one. Multiple iterations were developed with input from domain experts, and the project was tested and found to be fit for purpose. However, development of the toolkit seems to have ceased, and only a prototype version exists for testing purpose.\footnote{http://www.cs.nott.ac.uk/ ktg/install.html [last access 5th October 2013]} The CHESS project\footnote{http://www.chessexperience.eu/ [last access 5th October 2013]} is a project that is also developing authoring tools for non-technical personnel, in order to allow them to create an interactive storytelling experience for a variety of audiences \cite{66}. The project is still in progress, and the associated software tools have not yet been publicly released. Bruno et al. \cite{14} presented a methodology to facilitate the creation of a virtual museum in a cost-effective manner, from digitising archaeological finds to presenting them with their MNEME software system and portable hardware. However, it still required a team of specialists to digitise the objects over a lengthy three-month period. Also, it used virtual reality as opposed to AR, but a similar methodology could be applied to AR exhibitions.

The majority of AR systems developed to date, including those for cultural heritage, give the user a primarily passive experience with little interaction. Tour guide systems, for example, often simply provide users with context-sensitive information which requires no reaction from the user. However, some systems facilitate basic interaction with objects. The ARCO Project \cite{94} allowed users to move mar-
kers, and the system presented by Caarls et al. [16] allowed users to touch replicas of objects, but the user is only moving real-world placeholders and not really interacting with the software system. One way to encourage interaction is through games. Serious games, games that are used as educational aids rather than purely for recreation, have been widely used in the cultural heritage sector (for further reading on this, see the state-of-the-art review presented by Anderson et al. [2]), but serious games that employ AR have not been widely explored. AR serious games could be an extremely effective way of engaging visitors, especially children. Digital characters could not only inform visitors about exhibitions, but also ask them to complete tasks such as scavenger hunts, or ask them to answer a series of questions about what they have seen. One system that did attempt an AR game in a museum environment was the Mobile Augmented Reality Quest (MARQ): Expedition Schatzsuche,[11] which implemented a team-based treasure hunt-style game on top of the Studierstube ES tracking system[72]. However, the project ceased in 2007 and little academic literature was produced from it. Games could also allow visitors to participate in a story (much like modern-day computer games) from the moment they enter the heritage site, which could develop as they progress through the site, performing tasks as they go. Such games can be made all the more believable using today’s immersive AR technology. If collaboration (or competition) between users, such as in MARQ, was also possible then it may be especially of benefit to groups of schoolchildren.

2.8 Summary

This chapter has shown that AR systems within the cultural heritage domain are becoming more and more feasible, mainly thanks to the uptake of powerful consumer-
level mobile hardware and technological improvements in tracking systems. The problems that must be overcome for such systems to be successful are also highlighted; these include the limitations of current tracking technologies (especially the lack of accurate tracking systems in outdoor environments), the difficulties of developing AR software without established standards, frameworks, and easy to use toolkits, the cost of hardware, and the cost and duration of system development and content acquisition.

Table 2.2 presents the example cultural heritage systems used in this chapter, comparing the technologies and techniques used by each system.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Indoor/outdoor</th>
<th>Tracking</th>
<th>Hardware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARCHEOGUIDE [99]</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>Optical, GPS</td>
<td>HMD with wearable laptop, PDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCO Project [94]</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Marker-based</td>
<td>Static terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An augmented fine-art exhibit [80]</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Optical</td>
<td>UMPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented Reality for Art, Design and Cultural Heritage</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Marker-based</td>
<td>HMD with wearable PC, static terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented Reality Museum Guide [51]</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Optical, inertial</td>
<td>UMPC, static terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented Reality Presentation System for Remote Cultural Heritage Sites [99]</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Optical</td>
<td>Rotatable fixed screen, UMPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augurscope [74]</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>GPS, inertial</td>
<td>Tripod-mounted PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Heritage Layers [98]</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>Optical</td>
<td>UMPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyberguide [1]</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>IR (Indoor), GPS (outdoor)</td>
<td>UMPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Museum Guide [7]</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Optical</td>
<td>Tablet PC with attached camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARCH [20]</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>Marker-based</td>
<td>Mobile phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MART [76]</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>Optical, inertial, GPS</td>
<td>Laptop with attached camera, mobile phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixing virtual and real scenes in the site of ancient Pompeii [59]</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>Optical</td>
<td>Mobile workstation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 3

Design

3.1 Introduction

Included in this chapter is the design of the system itself from requirements (including changes that had to be made), and the design of the user study which was used to evaluate the software.

The general scenario envisaged for a proposed system was as follows: the system would be in the form of an application on a tablet computer, which the user would carry around with them when visiting an outdoor heritage site. The user would then use the system to allow them to view structures and features that are no longer present at the site in question, such as buildings or earthworks, in situ. The use of AR technology would allow them to view these from different angles and positions, which is not possible with traditional heritage interpretation material. The design of the actual system decided upon to facilitate this is described here.
3.2 Software process model

Software process models are an abstract way of describing a software process [80, p. 8]. This project utilised an *evolutionary development model*, whereby the system is repeatedly refined over multiple iterations of requirements and software. Sommerville [80, p. 68-69] suggests that evolutionary development is the best approach to take for small and medium-sized systems, and where the system requirements are not well understood and/or likely to change. This made such an approach ideal for this project, which was a small project with a single developer, and where maturing technology was used which made it likely that requirements would change if some elements of the technology were found to be incapable or unsuitable.

3.3 Evolutionary protoyping

Prototyping allows software with an incomplete set of features to be used and interacted with by stakeholders. They can take the form of *throwaway prototypes*, of which multiple are developed and then discarded, or *evolutionary prototypes*, where a single prototype is continually refined and developed into the final system [70, p. 390]. This project used an evolutionary prototyping approach, where the system was continually added to and modified so as to suit the changing requirements. This approach to development works well with the use of an evolutionary development model.

3.4 Requirements

Before designing a system, it is very important that the requirements for the system are well understood so as to avoid serious problems later in the software life cycle [80, p. 75]. Typically, developers will consult their clients and other stakeholders in
this process, but as this was a research project (where a greater amount of freedom is afforded), there were no clients as such. However, the needs of the target users (heritage site visitors) and potential clients (heritage sites) could still be considered. Furthermore, many of the requirements for this system were drawn from the results of the literature review (Chapter 2), which highlighted elements of previous systems that worked particularly well or particularly badly, as well as showing areas where new ideas and research could be developed.

3.4.1 Functional requirements

The functional requirements of a software system describe what the system should do and the functionality it should provide [80, p. 120].

The literature review shows that while AR systems are reasonably successful in controlled indoor environments, there is still some way to go before AR systems in outdoor environments reach a similar level of robustness. For this reason, it was decided that a system would be developed to be used in an outdoor heritage site environment.

The literature review also shows how Augmented Reality systems can now take advantage of powerful mobile hardware. For this reason, the decision was made that the system that would be developed would be a mobile system utilising a touch screen tablet device with a large screen, so as to facilitate portability whilst still being as immersive as possible.

The tracking system was an important consideration. As stated in Section 2.7.2, many heritage sites are protected from modification. This means that installing any hardware or other apparatuses often disallowed, but it seems feasible that the placement of fiducial markers would be permitted, even if only temporary. For this reason, the use of a fiducial markers for tracking seemed plausible. Furthermore, there are numerous software toolkits available to aid the development of such a
system (see Section 2.6.1), and it also provided an opportunity to evaluate the use of a marker-based tracking system in an outdoor environment.

Many of the systems cited in the literature review are the work of teams of people, often over a long period of time. Due to this, it was decided that third-party toolkits and software would be used as much as possible, in order to minimise development time spent on low-level tasks that had already been successfully implemented by others.

The initial list of functional requirements for the system was as follows:

**IFR1:** The system should be used in an outdoor setting

**IFR2:** The system should allow for the visualisation of virtual objects over the camera feed

**IFR3:** The system should include at least one virtual object representing a historical structure

**IFR4:** The system should run on a mobile device with a touch screen

**IFR5:** The system should allow users to take photographs of the scene

**IFR6:** The system should be able to store virtual objects of multiple structures or features

**IFR7:** The system should allow the user to walk around the site whilst visualising virtual objects

### 3.4.2 Non-functional requirements

The non-functional requirements of software system describe requirements that are not concerned with specific functionality provided by the system, but rather impose
constraints on the system. Such constraints may be related to reliability, timing and the development process [80, p. 119-120].

The initial list of non-functional requirements for the system was as follows:

**Usability:**

**INFR1:** The system should allow the user to visualise different objects at their respective locations without having to restart the application

**INFR2:** The system should be usable by users of varying heights

**Accessibility:**

**INFR3:** The file size of the entire application should be no larger than 100MB to allow users to download it via a mobile internet connection if necessary

**Deployment:**

**INFR4:** Any additional equipment or materials needed should be used in a way that requires the least amount of site modification, and should not permanently modify the site

### 3.5 Design decisions

After having produced a list of requirements for the system, a number of decisions had to be made regarding the hardware and software to be used before development could commence.

#### 3.5.1 Tools and development kits

A number of different tools are available to aid in the development of AR systems (see section 2.6.1). The use of ARToolkit was decided upon, which is very popular in modern AR systems [21]. It provides a robust marker-based tracking suitable for
the proposed system, and is well supported by the developers. It is also frequently updated, and supports the latest version of iOS and the iPad and Android devices.

3.5.2 Software platforms

There are two major software platforms for modern mobile devices in use today: Apple’s iOS and Android, which is led (but not owned) by Google. One of the main considerations for the choice of software platform was the ARToolkit support. It seemed that the iOS version of ARToolkit was more robust than the Android version, and looking at the support forum\[1\] showed 237 topics and 973 posts in the ARToolkit for iOS forum versus 29 topics and 98 posts in the Android forum, suggesting a far more active developer community and better user support for the iOS version.

The iOS platform is very versatile and robust, having been through many iterations and currently being at version 5.11 at the time of writing. iOS applications (“apps”) are written using the Objective-C programming language, a version on the C programming language extended with extra features. Some extra time was required to become properly versed in these features, and new syntax had to be learned, but an existing working knowledge of the C programming language provided an adequate foundation.

3.5.3 Hardware platforms

Having decided to develop the system on a tablet computer, the exact make and model of the device needed to be finalised before development could commence, as this will impact other design and development choices. Numerous tablet devices are available from many different manufacturers, but ultimately an Apple iPad 2 had to be used as it was the only tablet with two cameras supporting iOS at the

\[1\]https://www.artoolworks.com/community/forum/ [last access 13th August 2012]
time. A newer version of the iPad has since been released and would probably have been chosen if development had started later. Even though the choice of device was effectively predetermined, its fully-featured hardware meant that it was by no means a bad one. The iPad 2 features a large, high-quality multitouch screen, front- and rear-facing cameras, and a number of internal sensors, and is well supported with development toolkits and frequent updates. In many ways it represents the standard tablet computer that consumers have come to expect, and is a household name, which could help user acceptance levels.

3.6 Initial design

After performing the literature review and looking for areas of the AR and cultural heritage domains that would benefit from further research, the initial design of the system sought to specify a AR system which would: i) feature a mobile device; ii) be usable in outdoor heritage site environments; and iii) make use of existing software toolkits as much possible to avoid “re-inventing the wheel”. Due to these decisions and the specialised hardware needs required by the project (e.g. the camera and tablet requirements), it was not feasible to produce a completely abstract design.

As stated in the Section 2.3.2, facilitating AR in outdoor environments is difficult, mainly due to tracking difficulties. After careful thought, a number of novel tracking systems were devised which would satisfy these requirements.

3.6.1 Tracking method

The design of the tracking system is very important in developing an AR system. The tracking system should take into account the environment in which the system will operate, the hardware device, the infrastructure available, and the target user group. Four potential tracking systems were devised for the AR system, all
attempting to make novel use of fiducial markers in outdoor environments.

3.6.1.1 “Over-the-shoulder” fiducial markers

This technique requires a device that features both front- and refacing cameras, such as the Apple iPad 2 or Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1. Fiducial markers are placed on objects around the site, and situated such that the front-facing camera can read them over the user’s shoulder (this may involve the user having to hold the device in an off-centre fashion). The marker is tracked by the front-facing camera and virtual content augments the view from the rear-facing camera. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

![Figure 3.1: “Over-the-shoulder” markers.](image)

3.6.1.2 “Marker hugging” technique

This technique also requires a dual-camera device. A fiducial marker is placed on a pole or mount, facing in the same direction as the user’s view (towards the site). The user then places this marker between themselves and the mobile device, so the front-facing camera can read the marker. The front-facing camera then tracks the marker, which is used to augment virtual objects correctly over the input from the rear-facing camera. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
3.6.1.3 “Flagstick” device housing

A housing designed to hold the tablet device is placed at an unchanging location which is pre-calibrated (via GPS or direct measurement). By using a fiducial marker on the housing, the system pre-registers and calibrates the location of the device. Another option is for the user to carry a single housing with them which is placed in holes around site, much like a flagstick in golf. Inbuilt inertial sensors can allow the position to be tracked if the housing allows for rotation. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: “Flagstick” housing with mounted marker.
3.6.1.4 “Doormat” markers

A calibration mat featuring a marker is placed by direct measurement. The user stands at the mat so the device can read the marker to allow the system to register the initial location. Further tracking is achieved in real-time using the device’s internal sensors. This is illustrated in Figure 3.4.

![Figure 3.4: “Doormat” markers.](image)

3.6.1.5 Chosen tracking system

The “over-the-shoulder” marker system was ultimately decided on, as it implements a novel dual-camera tracking method that has not been published in any of the literature reviewed for this project. In accordance with INFR4 (see section 3.4.2), it is the method would result in the least site modification, requiring only markers (possibly only temporary and made of paper) to be placed on site walls or other features, and would not necessitate the user to have to carry round any poles or mounts. By using markers placed behind the user, it allows for visualisation of large objects whilst still allowing the user to get close enough to the marker to achieve accurate tracking, and also allows for the visualisation of objects far in the distance, such as in a field.
3.6.2 Issues and refinement

After deciding upon a design for the system, development was started on a prototype iOS app to allow the technology to be quickly implemented and tested. During development of the prototype, it was found that it was not possible to have two camera feeds (one for the front-facing camera and one from the rear-facing camera) active simultaneously. This was an limitation of the hardware and not the software, meaning that no practical workaround could be developed. This meant that the design had to be altered to accommodate this.

To retain a dual-camera tracking system but without the need for simultaneous camera feeds, a modified design was devised that incorporates obtaining an initial reference location with the front-facing camera and marker, then switching to the rear-facing camera. The user starts the system with the front-facing camera active, and uses this to detect a marker placed behind them over their shoulder. Once the system detects a marker, the user may touch the screen to switch to the front camera. When the screen is touched, the markers detected and their positions are stored, and when the camera is switched the objects that were detected are drawn at their last known position, but this time over the input of the rear facing camera. After this, tracking is achieved using the inertial sensors in the device (see Figure 3.5).

3.6.2.1 A magic camera system

While attempting to integrate 3D tracking functionality into the prototype, it was found that accurate 3D position tracking using the internal sensors of the device was not feasible due to the inherent inaccuracy of the sensors themselves. A position can be computed but the error present compounds over time, leading to an ever more inaccurate reading. Due to this limitation, the design was changed to specify a magic camera system. Similar to how the magic lens and magic mirror systems in
Figure 3.5: Flow chart showing the operation of the tracking loop.

Section 2.5.3 work, the system allows users to have an augmented view of the scene in front of them, but also allows them to take augmented photos of the scene with virtual objects in place. This moves the focus of the system onto the photo-taking requirement of the software.

While accurate position tracking is not feasible, accurately measuring only the rotation of the device is possible, so this functionality was preserved in the prototype as a compromise. This allows the user to position the virtual objects with greater accuracy before they take a photo, but does not allow the user to walk around the
virtual object and view to from different angles and positions.

The use of a modular, evolutionary prototyping methodology meant that extra functionality could be added to the system easily without the need to completely restart development. If, as above, problems were encountered during the development of new functionality into the prototype, it could simply be removed or deactivated and a workaround or design change could be thought of and implemented in its place.

3.6.3 System architecture

The final design of the system specifies a “magic camera” type AR system designed to be used at outdoor heritage sites. Figure 3.6 shows a block diagram of the system architecture.

Figure 3.6: Block diagram showing system architecture. Colours represent origins of the code/content.
3.6.4 Final requirements

The final list of functional requirements for the system was as follows:

**FR1:** The system should be used in an outdoor setting

**FR2:** The system should allow for the visualisation of virtual objects over the camera feed

**FR3:** The system should include at least one virtual object representing a historical structure

**FR4:** The system should run on an Apple iPad 2

**FR5:** The system should feature a marker-based tracking system facilitated by the use of ARToolkit

**FR6:** The system should track the orientation of objects using the device’s internal sensors when markers have ceased to be visible

**FR7:** The system should allow users to take photographs of the scene

**FR8:** The system should be able to store virtual objects for multiple marker sites

**FR9:** The system should allow the user to view the augmented photos they have taken

**FR:10** The software for the system should be in the form of an iOS app

The final list of non-functional requirements for the system was as follows:

**Performance:**

**NFR1:** The system should not detect incorrect markers

**NFR2:** The system should feature only one virtual object for each marker site
**NFR3:** The system should log events to a file for later analysis

**NFR4:** Camera switching should happen within five seconds

**Usability:**

**NFR5:** The system should allow the user to switch between cameras to start the tracking process again without having to exit the application

**NFR6:** The system should allow the user to visit different marker sites separately without having to restart the application

**NFR7:** The system should be usable by users of varying heights

**NFR8:** The system should be enjoyable to use

**Accessability:**

**NFR9:** The file size of the entire application should be no larger than 100MB to allow users to download it via a mobile internet connection if necessary

**Deployment:**

**NFR10:** Any additional equipment or materials needed should be used in a way that requires the least amount of site modification, and should not permanently modify the site.

### 3.6.5 Using the system

Typical use of the system was envisaged as follows:

1. The user loads the software on to the device.
2. The user arrives at the outdoor heritage site.
3. The user walks to the desired marker site and starts the application. The front-facing camera is active.

4. The user positions the tablet so the camera can see the marker over their shoulder.

5. Once the user has lined up the marker and an object has appeared, they touch the screen.

6. The rear-facing camera is activated. The objects are rendered in their last known position before the camera was changed, but this time they are superimposed over the input from the rear-facing camera (what the user sees in front of them). Figure 3.7 illustrates this operation.

Figure 3.7: Illustration of the camera switching operation.
7. The user is free to move the device around to position the object correctly. The rotation of the object is tracked by the device, so that the object’s rotation will act accordingly when the user moves the device.

8. Once the user has positioned the item, they touch the screen once again to take a photo. The camera is then switched back and the user is free to start again. The user can view the photos they have taken in case they wish to take another.

Figure 3.8 shows a UML activity diagram of the typical system use.

3.6.6 User interface and interaction

The system involves the user having very little interaction with the device. The user is only required to tap the screen, firstly to switch from the front-facing camera to the rear-facing camera, then again to take a photo and switch back to the front-facing camera. As such, no traditional graphical user interface was deemed necessary. The only other interaction is switching between the application and Apple’s Photos application, which is natively supported by the operating system by double-pressing the home button on the device then selecting the desired application.

3.7 User study

Effective and rigorous evaluations of AR systems are often missing from published literature, possibly due to a lack of suitable methods to achieve this, and because there is no agreement as to which methods are most suited [25]. From the outset of this project it was decided that a thorough user study would be carried out to test the usability of the system.

Nielsen [56, p. 26] defines usability as five different quality attributes:
Figure 3.8: UML activity diagram showing system usage.

**Learnability:** How easy is it for users to accomplish basic tasks the first time they encounter the design?
Efficiency: Once users have learned the design, how quickly can they perform tasks?

Memorability: When users return to the design after a period of not using it, how easily can they reestablish proficiency?

Errors: How many errors do users make, how severe are these errors, and how easily can they recover from the errors?

Satisfaction: How pleasant is it to use the design?

The study was carefully designed to focus on these quality components, with the exception of memorability as it would have required the participants to use the system over two sessions, which would have been impractical.

3.7.1 Study design

The study was designed to assess usability by giving the participants a series of similar tasks to complete while using the system in an outdoor test environment. These tasks involved the participants being shown a number of reference photos, each featuring a single virtual object. The participants were then required to recreate these images as closely as possible using the AR system. The number of tasks was set at 4 so the study would not take a long time for each participant, but the number was hoped to be enough to see if participants got better at using the system after each task. Each task also resulted in an output (a photo that the participant takes) which would allow how well they had completed the task to be assessed using a quality metric.

A pilot study was carried out before any real participants were enlisted so that any major problems would be encountered before the study commenced. It was found that the original amount of tasks to complete (6) was too many, and that
some of the locations markers had been placed were impractical. For this reason, the number of tasks was cut to 4. It was also found that the amount of equipment to be carried during the experiment would require extra apparatus, for instance the evaluator making notes and entering data while showing images to the participant was impractical; a music stand was used in the real study to allow images to be shown to the participants without having to hold them.

3.7.2 Questionnaire design

Participants were required to complete both a pre-session and a post-session questionnaire. The post-session questionnaire (see Appendix A) was intended to collect qualitative usability data that could be compared with the data collected during the experiment. It featured fourteen comments, each of which had a five-level Likert scale with which the participant had to rate their level of agreement. An odd number of choices was chosen so as to allow the participant to express indifference to a comment.

The comments were carefully chosen to assess different aspects of the usability of the system. Each question was chosen so as to relate to one or more of the quality attributes described in Section 3.7. Each question had a section that allowed the participant to prove any further comments about that question, and there were two open questions at the end asking how they would improve the system and if there was any further feedback. This allowed for the collection of extra qualitative data that could explain why the participant had answered in a particular manner.

3.7.3 Summary

This section describes the design process that was used to specify and test the AR system. After some iterations due to technological setbacks, the final design settled on was a “magic camera” system, which allows the user to superimpose digital
objects over a scene and take photos of the result. A user study was also designed to evaluate the usability of the system, and to see if a dual-camera, marker-based tracking system was feasible.
Chapter 4

Implementation

4.1 Introduction

After the design of the system had been specified, work was begun on the implementation stage of the project. This chapter details the programs and tools that were used to implement the design, and the problems that arose.

4.2 Xcode Integrated Development Environment

As the system was being developed with Apple’s iOS as the target platform (see FR4, Section 3.6.4), there was no choice but to use Apple’s Xcode integrated development environment (IDE). Xcode has many features, including an editor with formatting, code completion and search tools, a compiler, numerous debug tools including the ability to set breakpoints and view the contents of variables.

Xcode provides an easy way to transfer the apps developed to the device, and provided the device is connected to a computer running Xcode debugging can be done on the device. It is also possible to easily transfer data created when the program is used from the device by using the organizer tool. The was also used to
transfer the log files from the app developed in for project onto the development computer for analysis, which was necessary to fulfil NFR3 (see Section 3.6.4).

Xcode also provides simulators for different Apple devices, allowing developers to test their apps without owning the target device. However, the simulators provide no support for camera feeds so could not be used during this project. This meant that some features, such as the advanced code profiling and debug tools called *instruments*, could not be used as they are not supported when running an app on the device.

All iOS developers must be enrolled on the iOS Developer Program. In turn, each developer must have a developer certificate, each device used must be registered and tied to the developer, and each app must be registered and have an ID. This information is then combined into a provisioning profile, which must be valid and is necessary to sign the code to allow apps to be run on a device. Xcode attempts to streamline this, but it is still a complex and long-winded process which was the cause of some problems during the early stages of development.

### 4.3 Objective C programming language

iOS applications are written in the Objective-C programming language, which is an expanded version of the C programming language. This meant that the advanced features and new syntax had to be learned during the development stage of this project, but developers can also use C and C++ code if they so wish. However, this means that different syntax can be used to accomplish the same task, so it was important that a single style was decided upon for this project, and used throughout the project for the purposes and readability and maintenance. This also means that
it is compatible with a great number of non-iOS specific third-party libraries, many of which are written in C.

Objective-C is an object-oriented programming language, which allows for a modular design to be easily implemented and modified as the design changes. Modules can easily be added, removed or modified without the need to make large changes to other parts of the program, and code can easily be reused throughout the program where similar functionality is required.

Automatic memory management is not a feature of the Objective-C language, meaning the developer must closely keep track of allocated and deallocated memory. While this was the cause of some problems during the implementation of this project, it did help to promote the importance of memory management and led to better, more efficient code in the end. Once the correct practices were learnt they could be used as a matter of course.

4.4 iOS Software Development Kit

The iOS Software Development Kit (SDK) is a fully featured collection of over 1,200 Application Programming interfaces (APIs) that provide easy access to many functions and services provided by Apple, as well as exposing the hardware of iOS devices to developers for use in their applications.

Heavy use of the iOS SDK was made during the development of the app for this project. One example is the use of the Core Motion framework, which provides access to the device’s location services (such as the GPS and magnetometer) and also to the devices internal motion sensors (such as the accelerometer and gyroscope). Frameworks can easily be added to and removed from the project in Xcode.

The SDK includes an NSNotificationCenter class, which allows objects to
send notifications to other objects that have been registered as “observers”. The notification centre provides an easy way of communicating between classes that are unrelated without the need for pointers or other inelegant methods. The ARToolkit examples use it natively to accomplish tasks such as sending to notifications to registered objects when markers are detected or disappear, and this was further extended to inform the program when new inertial tracking data was available so the necessary updates could be made to 3D model positions.

4.5 ARToolkit

The ARToolkit marker tracking library was used prominently in the development of the AR system for this project, in accordance with FR5 (see Section 3.6.4). The evolutionary prototype that was developed into the final system was gradually evolved from the ARToolkit Open Scene Graph example project included in the library which simply showed a textured, animated aeroplane object over a marker (see Figure 4.1). Modification of this example included overhauling the tracking system to include a dual-camera switching method and adding inertial sensor tracking (see Section 3.6.2), adding device logging at selected points in the execution, and adding the ability to take screenshots of the scene.

ARToolkit features a selection of marker types that can be used, including pattern markers and barcode-type markers with different error-correction methods included (see Figure 4.2). After some experimentation, it was found that the barcode markers provided more reliable tracking than the pattern markers, which would help fulfil NFR1 (see Section 3.6.4). For the project, 80mm x 80mm markers were printed on a standard laser printer on plain white paper. The markers were then cut to size, ensuring a large white border was left around the black marker.
Figure 4.1: An ARToolkit sample project, which was developed into the final system.

(a) An ARToolkit pattern marker.  (b) An ARToolkit barcode marker.

Figure 4.2: ARToolkit markers.
4.6 3D Studio Max and OSGExp

The 3D models used in the app were sourced from some of the many royalty-free sources on the internet[^4] and also from a CD of models created for a heritage site in Yeavering, Northumberland. The models used and their corresponding markers are shown in Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5, and Figure 4.6. Autodesk 3D Studio Max[^6] was used to edit and resize the models where necessary. However, while the objects used were in the common OBJ file format, the prototype being developed utilised the OSG file format, which is not natively supported by many 3D modelling applications. For this reason, OSGExp[^7] an OSG conversion plugin for 3D Studio Max was used to export the files to the necessary format.

![Well model](image1)

![Marker](image2)

Figure 4.3: 3D well model and its corresponding marker.

[^4]: http://thefree3dmodels.com [last access 12th September 2012]
[^5]: http://www.3dmodelfree.com/ [last access 12th September 2012]
[^6]: http://usa.autodesk.com/3ds-max/ [last access 15th August 2012]
4.7 Inertial sensor tracking code

In accordance with FR6 (see Section 3.6.4), the system featured inertial sensor tracking. The orientation estimation algorithm presented by Madgwick et al. [48] was
initially used, in the form of a C library that had been uploaded to his website[8]. The
algorithm used sensor fusion to combine the readings of the device’s accelerometer,
gyroscope and magnetometer to generate a representation of the device rotation in
3D space in the form of a quaternion. This quaternion then had to be converted
to an OpenGL-compatible rotation matrix. However, when integrated into the ap-
plication it was found the drift was too much to be acceptable; the orientation
of 3D objects was tracked in relation to device movement, but the objects slowly
rotated randomly which suggested that any errors in the sensor readings were being
compounded.

As an alternative to Madgwick’s algorithm, Apple’s CMAttitude class from
the Core Motion framework was used, which gives a representation of the devices
orientation in relation to a reference frame (for example, where the Z axis is vertical
and the X axis is on the horizontal plane). It was necessary to use the class’s
multiplyByInverseOfAttitude: method which gives the change in attitude in
comparison with the attitude passed as a parameter, as opposed to the change in
relation to a reference frame. Unlike Madgwick’s algorithm, this can be represented
directly in rotation matrix format which bypassed the need for a conversion step.
The CMAttitude class also uses sensor fusion to combine the readings of the internal
sensors of the device, and was found to be far more stable - little or no noticeable
drift was observed, unlike with Madwick’s algorithm.

4.8 Issues

Numerous issues prevented the implementation of the project running smoothly,
which meant that the development time exceeded the time that had been planned
for at the beginning of the project.

4.8.1 ARToolkit issues

While ARToolkit did provide usable, marker-based tracking for the project, a number of problems were encountered which often used up a lot of time trying to resolve them. Firstly, the documentation for the iOS version of ARToolkit was found to be lacking. There were no clear tutorials, and the user manual simply consisted of a description of each function and what it accomplished. A number of example projects are included with the library which demonstrate various different functionalities, but there was no accompanying documentation aside from code comments, which were sometimes found to be insufficient in order to properly understand the code. Some information about the program design was however included in the release notes, so by using this and inspecting the code and objects created while the program was running the structure of the program could be better understood. A full user manual with tutorials that explain the program flow step by step would have been helpful to save time, and architecture diagrams of the program design would have increased overall understanding.

Secondly, working out how to change the co-ordinates of a 3D object manually (irrespective of markers) proved to be very difficult. This was necessary because a rotation matrix calculated from the inertial sensor readings would need to be applied to the object to reflect the change in device rotation, but even simply attempting to move the object on one axis was difficult. There was no documentation regarding this so it had to be asked on the support forum, but it had to be asked multiple times and took some weeks before a satisfactory resolution was found.

Thirdly, there was no lightweight way to switch between front and back cameras without completely destroying the scene. This meant that when the camera was switched, the view controller’s [stop] method had to be called, which deallocated all the objects in use. These then had to be recreated when the other camera was activated, and all the 3D objects had to be loaded. Between these operations,
(a) Before the camera switch. The virtual object is tracked using the marker over the user’s shoulder.

(b) After the camera switch. The virtual object is tracked using the inertial sensors, and shown over the scene in front of the user.

Figure 4.7: The system in use from the user’s perspective, showing the camera switching operation.

all of the co-ordinates, translations and visibility status of each object had to be saved and restored. This seemed like a very inefficient way to perform the camera switching operation, and it was not clear exactly which attributes of each object should be saved and restored which meant that a lot of trial and error was necessary. However, this was successfully implemented, and can be seen in Figure 4.7.

Updating to the latest version of ARToolkit also presented problems. When a new version of the library was released, it was added to the project but it would not compile and run. After a lot of time was spent trying to fix this, it was decided to roll back to the previous version which had been running without problems, though this did mean the new features and improvements could not be used.
Upon trying to add photo-taking functionality to the prototype in accordance with FR7 (see Section 3.6.4), the code included in the example projects was found to produce blank white images. After spending time trying to fix this without success, a question was posted regarding this on the support forum and it was established the code itself was at fault. Replacement code was suggested by the ARToolkit developers which was used in the program without problems, but this problem ended up taking up yet more development time unnecessarily.

4.8.2 Updating iOS

Early in the implementation stage of the project, the iPad was updated to the later version of iOS available at the time. Unfortunately, this caused a number of problems. Firstly, it meant that the latest version of the Xcode developer environment had to be used, as older versions were not compatible with the newest version of iOS. However, it was not possible to obtain the newest version of Xcode for the current version of the OSX operating system on the development machine (OSX 10.6 Snow Leopard), which meant that a paid upgrade was necessary to update the operating system to version 10.7 to allow the newest version of Xcode to be installed. This caused unnecessary delays to the development, but also meant that in order to avoid similar problems further upgrades to newer versions of iOS were avoided, even though they may have fixed bugs in the operating system or added new functionality.

4.9 Software Engineering practices

Where possible, a high level of object orientation and modularity was employed in the code. This ensured that the addition and removal of features was easy, and allowed each part of the program to be tested on its own in isolation. This
approach also promoted a high level of code reuse to reduce development time and make maintenance easier.

4.10 Summary

For the implementation of the design, Apple’s Xcode was used as the development environment. It provides all the tools necessary to develop iOS applications, including access to the iOS SDK which allows the developer to easily implement complex functionality and access low-level hardware features, such as the inertial sensors and cameras. The Objective-C language was used, along with some standard C code. The 3D models for the program were sourced from websites providing royalty-free models, and edited where necessary using 3D Studio Max.

Unfortunately, this stage of the project encountered numerous problems which increased development time greatly. This was mainly due to the use of ARToolkit which, while ultimately provided the necessary functionality, is still not mature enough to provide a smooth development experience and would benefit from more extensive documentation. Aside from these problems, the project was successfully implemented. Figure 4.8 shows the system in use during the user study.
Figure 4.8: AR system in use during the user study.
Chapter 5

User study

5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the experimental procedure that was used to carry out the user study for the project, as well as the results that were obtained. The outcome of the study was mainly intended to assess two things: the usability of the system; and to see if a dual-camera tracking system was feasible for mobile devices.

5.2 Evaluation approach

The study was designed to require participants to complete a series of tasks using the implemented AR system (see Section 3.7.1). To do this, the four markers shown in Section 4.6 were placed around the University Science Site at different locations in accordance with the outdoor requirement of FR1. As stipulated by NFR2 (see Section 3.6.4), each marker had a different virtual object associated with it which would allow the participants to create a different scene with a different object at each site. Figure 5.1 shows an example of a marker located around the University.
Figure 5.1: A marker placed on a building at the Science Site.
5.2.1 Reference images

Before the study began, an augmented photo was taken at each marker site, with the correct object for that site as a feature of the photo (see Appendix B). These photos were used as reference images which the participants would then be required to recreate as closely as possible. One of the reference images used in the study is shown in Figure 5.2. These photos were taken to each site and and placed on a music stand to allow the participant to see them easily. Only the photo relevant to the current marker was visible at each respective marker site, and the participant was free to move the music stand to a more convenient location for them if necessary.

5.2.2 Equipment used

The following equipment was used during the study:

- An Apple iPad 2, with the AR app loaded on the device
- A Kodak PlaySport mini-camcorder to record video footage of the participants
- A tripod to mount the camcorder
- Four fiducial markers, one at each of the marker sites around the University
- Four reference images corresponding to the markers, each in a plastic wallet to protect against the rain
- A metal music stand to allow the participants to view the reference images without having to hold them
- Data sheets to allow the evaluator to record results and observations
Figure 5.2: An augmented reference photo featuring a virtual temple.
5.2.3 Participants

The participants for the study were recruited via word of mouth, social networking websites, and posters placed around the University. The study was completed by 16 participants; 8 males and 8 females. All of the participants were aged 18 - 25, which was due to the fact that most of the participants were student friends of the evaluator, or friends of friends who were also students. Only one of the participants was left-handed, the other fifteen were right handed. The heights of the participants are shown in Figure 5.3.

5.2.4 Study procedure

When the study began for each participant, after reading the participant information sheet and completing a consent form they were required to fill out a short pre-session questionnaire to collect demographic data (see Appendix C). Once completed, they were taken to the first marker site and given a brief training session,
where the purpose of the system was stated and they were shown how to use the system by example. This involved the evaluator using the system at the first marker site, while talking the participant through the intended use of the hardware and software and answering any initial questions. The order in which the marker sites were visited was randomised so the learnability of the system could be evaluated, independent of whether some marker tasks were “easier” to complete than others.

After the training session, the participants were given the device and asked to use the system to recreate the reference images to the best of their ability. A co-operative evaluation protocol was in use. This is an extension of the “think aloud” protocol, where the participant is encouraged to about the processes they are undertaking (i.e. verbalise their thought process) and state any problems or difficulties they are having, but in addition to this they can also ask the evaluator for help, and the evaluator can give them prompts or ask them questions [52]. This changes the think aloud protocol from a one-way process to a collaborative two-way process, and can help the evaluator to gain more useful information. It can also make the evaluation process seem more informal to the participant, which may help them relax and use the system in a more natural way.

5.2.5 Data collection

During the study, each participant was filmed for in case later analysis was necessary. A data entry sheet (see Appendix D) was created for the study, which allowed the evaluator to easily record important information. This included when user errors had occurred, such when the app had crashed, the number of verbal hints given to the participant, and the number of photos taken by the participant. The data entry sheet used a tally system. In addition to this, the start and finishing times of the tasks were also recorded, as were the weather conditions, and any important comments that the participants made during the study.
As well as manually-recorded data, the system was made to log important events to the device. This satisfied NFR3 (see Section 3.6.4). When the system was started, a new log file was created using the time and date as a unique filename which could be cross-referenced with the times manually recorded by the evaluator for easy identification. The system recorded when the system was started, when markers were detected, when the camera was switched, when photos were taken, etc. Also, the timing intervals were also recorded as a list of comma-separated values so the times could easily be input to a spreadsheet program for later analysis.

When the study was complete, each participant was required to fill in a post-session questionnaire to collect qualitative data (see Appendix A).

5.3 Results

The results of the user study are present in the following sections.

5.3.1 Time taken to complete tasks in order

Figure 5.4 shows the completion time of marker tasks in the order they were completed (irrespective of the actual marker) in box plot form.

From this it can be seen that, in general, after completing the first task the participants completed the second task more slowly. They then got faster and faster with the third and fourth tasks. While the times for the second and third task are reasonably widely spread, the upper and lower quartiles of the fourth task are tight which shows that the final task was generally completed noticeably faster than the previous ones. The reason for this could be as follows: the first marker task was completed directly after a short training session (see Section 5.2.4), part of which consisted of the experimenter demonstrating the use of the software. Due to this, the correct way to use system was fresh in the participant’s mind, and
they were more willing to ask questions and received more help as it seemed like a continuation of the training session. After this, participants attempted a second marker with less help, which meant it took slightly longer to complete. After they successfully completed this, the next two markers were completed more quickly as they got used to using the system. A Friedman Test was performed over the first, second, third and fourth markers attempted and indicated there was no statistically significant difference in time taken to complete the tasks over time ($\chi^2 (3, n = 16) = 7.33, p = 0.0621$). However, a Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test was performed on the first and fourth (last) marker competition times and showed there was a statistically significant difference between the two times, $z = 2.31, p = 0.021$. The median time decreased from 205 seconds for the first marker to 117 seconds for the fourth.

Figure 5.4: Box plot showing the completion time of the tasks in the order they were attempted, irrespective of which marker it was.
Figure 5.5 shows a box plot of the number of verbal hints given to the participants by the evaluator for each task in the order they were completed. A small downward trend in the number of hints given can be seen.

5.3.2 Time taken to complete tasks individually

After looking at the time taken to complete each marker task individually (irrespective of the order in which they were attempted), it was found that the task at marker B took noticeably longer to complete than the other markers. This is illustrated in Figure 5.6.
This can be explained by examining the number of false positive marker detections for each marker task, which are a common problem with ARToolkit [27]. During the study, if an incorrect marker was detected or a marker was detected was there was none, the application had to be closed and restarted, meaning the participant had to restart the task and more time was taken to complete it. An example augmented photo showing a false positive marker detection can be seen in Figure 5.7. The number of false positives for each marker is shown in Figure 5.8 showing that marker B recorded the most. A Friedman Test test was performed and indicated there was a statistically significant difference in time taken to complete the tasks across the individual markers ($\chi^2 (3, n = 16) = 10.03, p = 0.0183$). Inspection of the median values shows that marker B has by far the largest with a median of 294; the next largest is marker A with a median of 186. The presence of numerous false positive marker detections means that NFR1 (see Section 3.6.4) was not fulfilled.
Figure 5.7: An augmented photo showing a false positive marker detection, resulting in an unwanted virtual object.

Figure 5.8: Bar chart showing the number of times markers were incorrectly detected for each marker.
5.3.3 Total completion time

The total completion time of the entire experiment by gender was also examined. The results are summarised in Figure 5.9. This shows that males took on average 39% longer to complete all of the tasks. It can also be seen that the times for the female group are generally far less spread; the inter-quartile range for females was 110 seconds, versus 375 for the males. A Mann-Whitney U Test was carried out and revealed that there is a significant difference between the time taken to complete all of the tasks by males (median = 862, n = 8) and females (median = 627, n = 8), U = 53, z = -2.15, p = 0.0316, r = -0.5375.

![Box plot showing total completion times for males and females.](image)

5.3.4 Time taken to take each photo

The amount of time participants took to take photos was also investigated, in order to see if a longer overall time to complete each task meant that more photos were taken. This could show if some people took a long time to get their photos correct, or if they took a large number of photos in a short space of time after making
Table 5.1: Results of analysis of the time taken to take each photo, using Spearman’s rank correlation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marker</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.0076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.4473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.1426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.6456</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

many small corrections. The average time taken to take a photo at each marker is shown in Figure 5.10. Scatter plots showing the number of photos and time taken for each participant are shown in Figure 5.11 and these relationships were investigated using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, the results of which are shown in Table 5.1. From these results, it can be seen that only for Marker A was there a strong correlation between time and the number of photos taken with statistical significance ($r = 0.064$, $p = 0.0076$), showing that more time spent on this marker task resulted in more photos.

Figure 5.10: Bar chart showing the average time taken for each photo at each marker.
Figure 5.11: Scatter charts showing the number of photos taken against total time by each participant for each marker.

5.3.5 Image quality metric

In order to further evaluate the participants’ task performance, a quality metric was used to attach a perceived quality value to each augmented photo taken.

Initially, two experts (the author and primary supervisor) rated four aspects of each image: position in the image frame; size of the virtual object; orientation of the virtual object; and the position on the virtual object in the 3D scene. A 1 - 3 rating was used, with 1 being completely wrong, 2 being a fairly good attempt and 3 being very good or perfect. A mark of 0 could also be given if the expert was unable to successfully rate one of the four aspects, for example if there was no virtual object present none of the aspects could be rated, or if the camera was
not looking in the correct direction then the position of the object in the 3D scene
could not be rated. This gave a total mark out of 12 for each image. After the
ratings were recorded, a Kappa analysis was carried out to analyse the agreement
between the experts. As each higher category represented a higher quality score a
weighted Kappa analysis was used, and linear weightings were used to reflect the
fact that the difference between each consecutive score was the the same (e.g. the
difference between 1 - 2 is the same as 2 - 3). Across the individually-rated aspects
of the images, Kappa values of 0.4108, 0.5119, 0.6477, and 0.7283 respectively were
observed. It was felt that this was not a high enough level of agreement between
the two judges, so another method was sought.

A previously used method to subjectively rate images was required, and ultimately the method used by Shelley et al. [77] was adapted for use in this project. In using this method, three experts (the author, primary supervisor, and an image processing PhD student) rated each aspect of each image using the same scale as before, and the results were averaged. To illustrate this, Figure 5.12 shows a reference image, the highest rated image (11.667/12; 97.225%), and the lowest rated image (4.0/12; 33.333%).

The overall average results for each image is shown in Table 5.2. The total
scores show that all of the images were, overall, given a very similar rating; the
results of a Friedman Test carried out over the total average image rating for all
of the participants’ four images show that there is not a statistically significant
difference in the quality ratings between the images produced for the four tasks
(the images at markers A, B, C and D), \( \chi^2 (3, n = 16) = 0.39, p = 0.9423 \). This
shows that even though marker B recorded the most errors, highest completion
time, and greatest time taken to produce each photo, the quality of the images
produced was not compromised.
Figure 5.12: Example images with the lowest and highest quality ratings.
Table 5.2: Overall average results of subjective image ratings by three experts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Pos. in frame</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>Pos. in scene</th>
<th>Total /12</th>
<th>Total %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.250</td>
<td>2.292</td>
<td>2.146</td>
<td>2.333</td>
<td>9.021</td>
<td>75.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.271</td>
<td>2.208</td>
<td>2.104</td>
<td>2.438</td>
<td>9.021</td>
<td>75.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.167</td>
<td>2.313</td>
<td>2.104</td>
<td>2.292</td>
<td>8.875</td>
<td>73.958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.125</td>
<td>2.229</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>2.167</td>
<td>8.521</td>
<td>71.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total /12</td>
<td>8.813</td>
<td>9.042</td>
<td>8.354</td>
<td>9.229</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total %</td>
<td>73.438</td>
<td>75.347</td>
<td>69.618</td>
<td>76.910</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.13: Scatter chart showing each participant’s total completion time plotted against average quality rating.

Table 5.2 also shows the average rating for each image aspect. This shows that the orientation of the virtual objects was the lowest rated aspect, and the position of the object in the scene was the highest. This agrees with the way many users had difficulty in orientating the 3D objects (see Section 5.3.7).

Each participant’s overall average quality rating was also examined. When these ratings are plotted against each participant’s total competition time in a scatter chart (Figure 5.13), it can be seen that there is little correlation between the two. This was investigated using Spearman’s rank correlation, which supported this ($r = -0.071$, $n = 16$, $p = 0.795$).
5.3.6 Qualitative questionnaire data

Nielsen [56, p. 26] defines usability as consisting of five quality components (see Section 3.7). Each of the 14 Likert scale-measured questions in the questionnaire (see Appendix A) were categorised into these categories. Two questions covered learnability, two questions covered efficiency, one question covered errors, and eight questions covered satisfaction.

The results of the questions covering learnability are shown in Table 5.3 and in the form of a box plot in Figure 5.14. This shows high scores for the learnability aspects of the system, which is confirmed by the downward trend observed in Section 5.3.1 However, it does highlight the necessity of a training session, which is confirmed by some of the comments made in the questionnaire for this question, which say that without any training the system would be very difficult to use.

Table 5.3: Results of the post-session questionnaire questions covering learnability (1 = disagree, 5 = agree).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5. I found each new task easier to complete than the last one.</td>
<td>3.813</td>
<td>1.167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. The initial training provided before the session was helpful.</td>
<td>4.750</td>
<td>0.577</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.14: Box plot showing the results of questionnaire questions covering learnability (1 = disagree, 5 = agree).
The results of the questions covering efficiency are show in Table 5.4 and Figure 5.15 and shows that there was a varied opinion regarding this aspect of the system. Most participants did not have a strong opinion either way.

Table 5.4: Results of the post-session questionnaire questions covering efficiency (1 = disagree, 5 = agree).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I found it easy to recreate the reference images using the tablet.</td>
<td>3.188</td>
<td>1.167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I could quickly recreate the reference images using the tablet.</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>1.265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. I had to be reminded how to use the system during the study.</td>
<td>3.063</td>
<td>1.436</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.15: Box plot showing the results of questionnaire questions covering efficiency (1 = disagree, 5 = agree).
The results of the questions covering errors are shown in Table 5.5 and Figure 5.16. The results were quite spread, but it can be seen that in general people did make mistakes when using the system.

Table 5.5: Results of the post-session questionnaire questions covering errors (1 = disagree, 5 = agree).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14. I made a lot of mistakes when using the system.</td>
<td>3.188</td>
<td>1.276</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Box plot showing the results of questionnaire questions covering errors](image)

Figure 5.16: Box plot showing the results of questionnaire questions covering errors (1 = disagree, 5 = agree).

The results of the questions covering satisfaction are shown in Table 5.6 and Figure 5.17. Although some of the responses are quite spread, generally positive responses can be seen for this usability aspect, and even the low responses are actually positive as they are about negative aspects of the system (“The session was physically tiring” and “Using the system frustrated me”). Of note are the particularly high responses for questions 7, 9, and 13 (“I would use the system again”, “I found that the visual quality of the system was high”, and “I found the system easy to use”). These results at least partially satisfy requirement NFR8 (see Section 3.6.4).
Table 5.6: Results of the post-session questionnaire question covering satisfaction (1 = disagree, 5 = agree).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. The session was physically tiring.</td>
<td>3.188</td>
<td>1.276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The system was enjoyable to use.</td>
<td>3.938</td>
<td>1.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Using the system frustrated me.</td>
<td>2.625</td>
<td>1.147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. I would use the system again.</td>
<td>4.125</td>
<td>0.957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. After my site visit, I would share the augmented photos taken.</td>
<td>3.813</td>
<td>1.328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. I found that the visual quality of the system was high.</td>
<td>3.938</td>
<td>0.929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. The markers were positioned at the correct height for me.</td>
<td>3.188</td>
<td>1.377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. I found the system easy to use.</td>
<td>3.750</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.17: Box plot showing the results of questionnaire questions covering satisfaction (1 = disagree, 5 = agree).

5.3.7 Usability problems

During the study, any usability problems encountered were recorded on a data sheet. These included problems that the participants vocalised and problems that were directly observed. All of these problems, along with problems that were commented on in the post-session questionnaire, were listed along the number of participants who encountered each problem and the results were made into a word cloud (see Figure 5.18). This effectively highlights the most common usability problems.

To further analyse the usability problems, the problems were grouped and tabulated as in the co-operative evaluation analysis protocol applied by Smith and
A total of 24 usability problems were identified, and these were sorted into 6 groups as follows:

A. **Object manipulation issues**: It was difficult to orientate the object, could not size object correctly, when changing the orientation by rotating the device the rotation was inverted, could not reposition the object after camera switch, could not size the object after camera switch;

B. **Marker interaction issues**: The participant found the markers too high, sunlight reflecting against the surface of the marker stopped marker detection, the markers were too low, participant had to try detecting the marker over the other shoulder, participant was unsure where to stand, the participant was too close to the marker, the participant was too far away from the marker;

C. **Device issues**: Screen accidentally pressed, the iPad cover was covering the camera, it felt strange using the front camera after being used to using rear cameras;

Figure 5.18: Word cloud showing usability problems encountered. Size is relative to the number of participants who encountered the problem.
D. **Environmental issues:** Glare from the sun obscured view of screen, the wind made it difficult to hold the device steady, the sun was in participant’s eyes;

E. **Ergonomic issues:** Participant’s arms ached, holding the device was uncomfortable;

F. **System interaction issues:** Incorrect objects appeared, the system crashed, objects increased in size and changed position after camera switch.

The problems observed were sorted into these groups and ranked either high or low quality by the author, high being a problem that could not be resolved with further training or usage of the system and may be cause for a system redesign, low meaning that the problem is likely to be overcome with more usage or training.

The results are shown in Table 5.7. From this it can be seen that by far the most problems fall into the *object manipulation issues* (21 issues) and *system interaction issues* (24 issues) categories, and further analysis of the data collected showed than difficulties orientating objects were very common, as were system crashes and incorrect objects appearing. Participants encountered between 3 and 8 of the issues overall; participant 2 recording the most, and also one of the longest total completion times at 256 seconds.

### 5.4 Summary

This chapter presented the method that was used to carry out the usability study, whereby a number of participants used the system and performed representative tasks in order to uncover some of the usability issues with the system. The study took place at the University Science Site, and required participants to recreate a number of reference images as closely as possible using the AR system and iPad. A co-operative evaluation protocol was in use to help the participants vocalise their
Table 5.7: Summary of usability issues by user (L = low quality, H = high quality)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Problem group</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>1H</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3H</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>2L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>3H</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3H</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1H</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2L, 1H</td>
<td>1H</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1H</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1H</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3L</td>
<td>1H</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1H</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>1H</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1H</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1H</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1H</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1H</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>1H</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>1H</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1H</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>1H</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2H</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1H</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2H</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1H</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2H</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1H</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1L, 2H</td>
<td>1H</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>1L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

experience and therefore uncover ore usability issues. Data was collected in various forms, both manually and automatically, throughout the study for later analysis.

This chapter also presented the findings of the user study. It was found that after taking longer to complete their second task than the first, participants then completed each new task more quickly. This suggests that the system has a high degree of learnability.

When examining the time taken to complete the tasks at each marker independently the highest average time was recorded at marker B, possibly due to a large number of false positive marker detections which meant the system had to be restarted. Marker B also recorded the highest average time per photo taken. However, the images produced by each participant were subjectively rated by three AR experts, which were then averaged to give an overall rating, and quality of the images produced did not suffer as a result of the high number of false positive
readings.

Female participants were found to have noticeably quicker total completion rates than males; the reason for this is not known and beyond the scope of the project, but owing to the small sample group it could be due to chance. However, previous research has shown that males often tend to use technology for its own sake and spend more time using technology recreationally than females, for instance playing computer games [46], while females have been shown to adopt technology that benefits their everyday practice [50]. Due to this, it is possible that the males saw the AR app as a game and were therefore happy to spend time playing with it, while females may have just seen it as a means to an end to produce the augmented photos.

The qualitative questionnaire data was analysed to determine the degree of usability experienced by participants across 4 usability aspects - learnability, efficiency, errors, and satisfaction. Results were generally positive, but sometimes quite spread.

All of the usability issues recorded by participants were grouped into categories: object manipulation issues; marker interaction issues; device issues; environmental issues; ergonomic issues; and system interaction issues. Each issue was ranked either high or low - low ranked issues are ones that can be overcome with more training, high ranked issues are ones that would require a system redesign to be overcome. Most usability issues observed could be fixed in a future version of the software.
Chapter 6

Discussion

6.1 Introduction

The results of the user study show that an AR system using hybrid dual-camera and marker-based tracking was usable in a cultural heritage context, and allowed outdoor sites to be enriched with digital reconstructions of objects. However, there are still some problems with the system and the technology in general. This chapter explores a number of important issues highlighted by the research here, including AR evaluation studies, environmental conditions, considerations for the heritage sector, and technological issues.

6.2 User study

As AR is still a maturing research topic, there are limited amounts of established methods for evaluating systems. Dünser and Billinghurst describe how AR researchers must find appropriate ways to measure effectiveness and efficiency in their software, and cannot rely on guidelines used for traditional user interfaces. Dünser and Billinghurst conclude that it is questionable as to whether a set of general
guidelines could be developed for AR systems, partly because such guidelines may only be applicable to the myriad implementation possibilities at a very high level of design. They also state that it is often necessary for researchers to look beyond the computing discipline for suitable evaluation techniques, for example the image quality analysis technique used here from Shelley et al. [77].

With the above points in mind, the user study was carefully planned, and the use of relevant HCI [24, ch. 9] and VR [13] literature supported the design of the user study. However, there are some possible threats to validity. Firstly, as the author ran the user study, it is possible that he was pre-empting common problems and issues as more participants took part, meaning there may have been an element of evaluator bias which could have influenced the amount of errors recorded and also shortened the overall completion time. The three longest completion times were recorded in the first half of the participants, and the three shortest completion times were recorded in the last half. Evaluator bias can be a downside to using the co-operative evaluation protocol, as experienced by Smith and Todd [78].

Secondly, the order in which the participants completed the tasks may affect the validity. Even though the order in which each participant completed the tasks was randomised, it can be seen in Section [5.3.2] that in many cases the task at marker B took much longer to complete than the other markers. It can also be seen in Section [5.3.1] that on average the second marker task attempted took the longest to complete, and it is possible that this is because marker B was randomly selected as the second marker for a greater number of participants than any other. A balanced assignment would have been better here, though 24 participants would have been necessary for a completely balanced assignment as there are 4! possible orderings.

Thirdly, the number of participants in the study was small. Even though it is often sufficient to test only a small number of users [57], this makes statistical analysis less effective as many statistical tests work best with large data sets. Ho-
However, the sixteen candidates that were recruited was an acceptable number for the statistical tests used (namely the Friedman Test, the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test, the Mann-Whitney U Test, and Spearman’s Rank Correlation) whilst still being manageable for a single evaluator.

Finally, the method used to assess the quality of each image produced was a subjective method, and therefore had the scope to vary widely between the three experts. However, unless a completely objective method is used, any subjective method could suffer from this problem. This also raises the question of how quality is defined, and what is a “good” quality rating; if it is decided that 75% is an acceptable quality level, then the images produced by seven of the sixteen participants (43.75%) were not of an acceptable quality. However, if it is decided that 50% is acceptable then all of the participants produced images of acceptable quality, showing how different interpretations can affect the conclusions drawn from the results. This is illustrated in Figure 6.1 where a reference image is shown along with a 50% quality and 75% quality rated image. Ultimately, such visual quality assessment will always be subjective, and the harshest critics are the users themselves, who were given the opportunity to make another attempt at reproducing the image if they were not happy with the result.

6.2.1 Environmental issues

Environmental issues presented some difficulties during the study, including weather conditions and marker placement. The weather during each iteration of the experiment presented a possible confounding factor - on particularly sunny days, many participants experienced problems with screen glare due to the sun reflecting against the highly polished glass surface of the iPad screen, which may have increased the number of errors or time taken. Similarly, windy days made it difficult for some participants to hold the iPad steady, and on the some occasions the music
Figure 6.1: Example images with quality ratings.
stand used to hold the reference images was blown over. The issue of lighting is
known to affect marker-based tracking systems [54], and the sun also caused some
problems due to reflections against the marker surfaces. The markers used were
paper enclosed in a shiny plastic wallet, so reflection issues could be minimised by
manufacturing markers out of something with a durable matt surface instead.

During the study, it became clear that the placement of the markers was very
important for stable tracking. Marker B recorded the most false positive marker
readings, which was most likely due to the building opposite the marker, which
featured many square windows and doors which could easily have been detected as
markers. A greater amount of false positives were recorded after some blinds were
removed from a prominent set of double doors \footnote{These double doors were part of the building opposite the marker site, and the removal of the blinds was outside of the evaluator’s control.} approximately half way through
the user study. In order to minimise the number of false positive marker detections
markers should be placed so they are not opposite features that can easily be
confused by the system. Another way to reduce such confusion would be to simply
disable the marker-based tracking element of the system when not needed, i.e., after
the camera switch. This would remove the majority of these problems.

6.3 The tracking system

Implementing suitable and accurate tracking can be a big technological hurdle
for AR systems, especially those outdoors (see Chapter 2). The issues caused
by the tracking system used in this project was also the source of some of the more
prominent usability problems experienced by the study participants.

There were some minor issues that were encountered due to the dual-camera
element of tracking system. Some participants noticed that objects changed size or
position after the camera switch, which was confirmed by the ARToolkit developers
as being due to the difference in the fields of view between the cameras and it is feasible that this could solved fairly easily by the ARToolkit developers correcting this in the software. While it was a minor annoyance, it did not significantly affect the usage of the system. The actual act of switching between the two cameras did not appear to cause many problems for the users, as no comments about it were recorded during the evaluation and there were also no comments alluding to any issues in the questionnaires.

Most problems related to the tracking system were due to it being marker-based instead of being directly related to the camera switching, for instance the presence of false positive marker detections. Also, many participants commented that the markers were too high for them to use comfortably, and this is an important issue for consideration especially if such a system is designed to be used by a wide variety of age groups. If one suitable marker height suitable for all could not be found then multiple markers could be used for different heights, each using the same virtual object but calibrated differently to account for the difference in height. Other possible solutions could be markers with adjustable heights, or a simple step to allow shorter users to get closer to the markers.

Tracking objects using the device’s inertial sensors proved to be problematic, as most participants in the study felt that orientating and position objects was difficult or even frustrating. One reason for this was that the rotation of the object in relation to the rotation of the device was inverted, so that if the device was rotated anti-clockwise the object would rotate clockwise. This was so the user would be able to rotate around the object as if it were in the real world, but it was only convincing if the user kept the device in one position and only rotated it. This was because position tracking on the x, y and z axes was not possible due to technology limitations both in the sensor hardware and software algorithms, so the

[http://www.artoolworks.com/community/forum/viewtopic.php?f=22&t=1776] [last access 30th October 2012]
compromise was to preserve the rotation element. If 3D position tracking cannot be added, then a useful addition to a future version of the software would be to allow the user to choose whether they would like the rotation inverted or not. However, it is hoped that with improving technology that more accurate inertial sensors will be included in future devices, and that better sensor fusion algorithms can make full 6 DoF position tracking possible.

A number of participants remarked that they would like the opportunity to reposition the object with greater precision after the camera switch. Two methods suggested were with arrow buttons on the screen, e.g., arrows to move the object forwards and backwards by a small increment, and via multitouch gestures, e.g., swiping the screen with two fingers could rotate an object and using three fingers could reposition the object. These suggestions would certainly make object positioning much easier, and would be a very useful edition to a future edition of the system for greater usability. Adding such functionality would not be too difficult; the iPad has a multitouch screen and multitouch gestures are well-supported in the iOS SDK. Manipulating objects in 3D space is still an active research area; two methods for achieving this using multitouch surfaces are explored in Smith et al. [79].

6.4 User satisfaction

The purpose of the study was to formatively evaluate the software and uncover as many of the usability problems that could be experienced with the system as possible. Section 5.3.7 shows that all of the participants experienced some kind of usability problem, but this is acceptable in a usability study as usability engineering is an iterative process that happens throughout the software lifecycle [56, p. 71], and if this project were a commercial system, then multiple iterations of the usability
study would be recommended.

Norman defines the difference between the two types of user errors: *slips*, where the incorrect action was performed for the desired outcome, but the correct action was intended, and *mistakes*, where the incorrect action for the desired outcome was performed with intention. During the study, only 5 users made slips, and fewer still made mistakes. This suggests that the participants had a good mental model of the system [81].

While all users experienced problems, responses to the questions about satisfaction were generally positive but not without room for improvement. No participants said that they absolutely disagreed with the statement that they found using the system enjoyable, although some did fully agree that they found using the system frustrating. This could have been due mainly to the object orientation issues described in Section 5.3.7 but also due to the false positive marker detections (see Section 6.3) and the frequent crashes that occurred. The crashes indicate that more debugging is necessary before deploying the system, but it did appear that many of the crashes were due to the third-party ARToolkit code and therefore out of the control of the developers using the toolkit. It is fair to assume that ARToolkit stability will be improved with each new release, along with the addition of added functionality which could be used to improve the system.

6.5 Considerations for the heritage sector

A number of issues should be taken into consideration for such a system to be deployed in the heritage sector. The development of the system was time consuming and required specialist knowledge in areas including AR, iOS app development and 3D graphics - knowledge which most heritage sector workers do not possess (see Section 2.7). This means that external developers would need to be contracted to
carry out the work, which could be expensive for a project which has taken so long to develop. Due to this it would be beneficial to work towards a general framework or engine that can be applied to multiple heritage sites, for which custom content can be made and then inserted to reduce development costs. Figure 6.2 shows which parts of an AR cultural heritage system could be reused, and which must be considered on a site-by-site basis. Maintenance costs should also be considered.

Figure 6.2: A block diagram showing the basic elements required for AR at a heritage site. Black borders are elements that could be completely “plug and play”; red borders are elements that would require special training or expertise for each individual site.

The training needed to use the system should also be considered. If the system is in use at a staffed heritage site, then it may be necessary for staff to have the skills needed to provide a training session to visitors prior to them using the system. If the system is to be used at an unmanned heritage site, adequate documentation needs to be provided to allow visitors to use the system. This could be in the form of posters or displays at the site (if permitted), or videos included as part of the software if they are of a small enough file size.

6.6 Development and technology issues

AR system developers have to overcome numerous problems to develop a working AR system. Many of these are because AR is maturing technology, meaning they are often exploring uncharted territory with their systems; this project was no different.
One issue that faces developers is the way that computer systems formulated and developed in a lab setting are then moved to an outdoor setting, as this can present a new set of problems to developers and researchers [63]. As mentioned previously, the weather caused some problems during the user study in this project. The system was effectively unusable during rain (even when fairly light) for fear of water damage to the iPad, and also because water droplets obscured the screen and camera and made the device slippery. People are less likely to visit heritage sites in heavy rain, but in light drizzle many people would be happy to venture outdoors if suitably dressed. Possible solutions to this include some kind of covering for the iPad or small shelters at marker sites.

An issue that was not problematic during this project but would be in a real-world setting is the issue of software distribution. The final app size was 40.5MB; smaller than the maximum 100MB that was specified in the non-functional requirements (see NFR9, Section 3.6.4) but still fairly large. It is possible the app could be reduced in size by compressing or some of the 3D models and removing any unused content, or even by optimising the AR code, but even if the size was halved 20MB is still fairly large to download over a potentially slow mobile network. Apple is also aware of this issue, and for this reason imposes a 50MB limit on over-the-air app downloads[^1]. It is infeasible that many heritage sites can afford to have any kind of wifi infrastructure to facilitate software downloads, so for now the best solution is for visitors to download such apps before arriving. With speeds and coverage of data networks improving it can be assumed that this issue will be solved in the near future.

One of the major development issues faced during this project concerned the usage of ARToolkit. The toolkit seemed to be fairly robust in its original state, but

trying to modify any of the examples to do anything not intended by the developers was problematic. The documentation was found to be lacking and support was through the community forums, which was often of a poor quality. However, the alternative to using such third-party middleware is to develop one’s own tracking library - a project which could have significant development overheads and requires image analysis and 3D graphics expertise. For developing low-cost systems for heritage sites, who often to not have a large budget, using third-party tools seems to be the way forward. However, if such a toolkit were developed specifically for the heritage sector (perhaps funded by a large organisation or a group thereof, such as the EU-funded Arco project [94]), many of the desired domain-specific functionality could be considered at the design stage, which would remove the need for system developers to shoehorn unintended functionality into another organisation’s code. Using third-party code also requires the developers using it to rely on the third party to release maintenance updates to support new hardware and software updates; with the rapid changes in mobile technology this is an increasingly big issue.

There were only minor problems encountered with using the iPad and iOS as a development platform. One issue was the somewhat convoluted issue of having to link the developer accounts, application and device together to digitally sign the code, but once resolved it caused no problems. However, this should not be forgotten as part of the maintenance of the system, as the certificates are only valid for a certain amount of time. The actual development process using Xcode and its associated tools was fluid, and the iOS SDK provided a wide variety of very robust functionality with excellent documentation. The only other major issue encountered was the installation of a new version of iOS for the iPad, which was incompatible with the version of Xcode being used. This meant that that a new version of Xcode was needed, along with an upgrade to the latest version of iOS for the development machine to support it. These compulsory upgrades should also be
considered in planning for the maintenance of future projects, as they could cause
the software to be incompatible with newer devices. Overall, iOS development is
generally made very easy, but some process required to deploy the software have a
steep learning curve for new developers.

6.7 Summary

This chapter discussed a number of issues that were encountered throughout the
course of the project, as well as some of the overarching problems that face
contemporary AR system development. Many of the issues are a result of the rela-
tively short time the field has been in existence - for instance, when compared with
traditional graphical user interfaces there are few established design, development
and evaluation practices. The toolkits used during the project also suffered from
this, as it was felt they were not as robust as they could have been as some of them
are still works in progress.

As a prototype of a novel AR mechanism, this project identified a number of
usability problems uncovered during the study, many of which could potentially be
fixed in future iterations in the software by using the solutions shown in this section.
As this is the case, it can be concluded that the usability study was a worthwhile
activity. However, through the development of standard evaluation practices future
studies could be take a more focused approach based on thorough computer science
and software engineering research.
Chapter 7

Conclusions and future work

7.1 Introduction

This chapter summarises the main findings of the project and sets out potential directions for future work.

7.2 Main outcomes

This project has seen the successful design and implementation of an AR “magic camera” system to be used at an outdoor cultural heritage site using a tablet computer. A rigorous usability study was carried out in order to identify usability problems and gather information which could be used to improve the system in a future version of the software.
7.2.1 Revisiting the research questions

The research questions defined in Section 1.2 were:

1. “Does a tracking system utilising two cameras on a mobile device present a feasible method of tracking for AR?”

Although the initial design where both camera feeds were active simultaneously could not be implemented due to technology limitations, the final dual-camera switching mechanism part of the tracking system was a success. The operation worked as intended without problems, and the entire process of switching took around three seconds. In summary, yes - utilising two cameras on a mobile device does present a feasible method of tracking.

2. “How does the use of a dual-camera paradigm impact usability?”

The usability study was very effective at uncovering usability problems. Analysing the study results showed that the AR system demonstrated good learnability and satisfaction. However, all users encountered some kind of usability problem, some of which were deemed high-level problems which may require a system redesign to solve. It was found there is no “best” way to evaluate an AR system, and that there is a lot of scope for different evaluation methods due to large variations in AR systems. Relevant literature from a variety of disciplines can be used to inform the evaluation design.

3. “What are the implications for the heritage sector if AR technology is adopted?”

The use of third-party development tools was the source of a number of problems in this project, and as such should be carefully considered when planning the development of similar systems. This applies especially with regards to new technologies, such as AR, that are still maturing. However, developing
one’s own tools for new technology can require a high level of expertise and training in niche subject areas. Due to this, development for such systems can take a long time and cost a lot of money. This will often not agree with the small budgets of many heritage sites, therefore development tools targeted specifically at the heritage sector would be beneficial. The heritage sector would also need to consider additional training needed for heritage site staff who are not technology experts. Deployment and distribution of AR hardware and software also present significant problems for the heritage sector.

7.2.2 Other outcomes

The other relevant outcomes of the research can be summarised as follows:

- Using marker-based tracking outdoors was partially successful. Lighting conditions and false positive marker detection were the main cause of problems, but often it worked without issues.

- 3D rotation tracking only, i.e. 3 DoF tracking of rotation without position tracking, was not intuitive to use and was a source of frustration for some users.

- The weather caused issues when using the system outdoors. Lighting affected the tracking and the users’ ability to view the screen, and rainy or windy conditions made it difficult or impossible to use the system as intended.

- User studies are very effective at uncovering usability problems, but they must be carefully planned. Applicable literature from a number of areas can be used to inform the design if none can be found within the AR discipline.
7.3 Limitations of proposed solution

While the system was a success on the whole, there are a number of limitations. Firstly, the user is not able to move around much while using the system, or the effect of the virtual object being part of the real world is lost. This is due to the aforementioned lack of 3D position tracking. Secondly, the marker-based element of the tracking system suffers with the usual issues associated with markers, for example, the poor performance in low light conditions and possibility of false positives. Furthermore, effective use of the system is also subject to weather conditions - high levels of sunlight cause glare, making the screen difficult to see, and rain could cause damage to the tablet.

7.4 Future work

As a result of this project, a number of areas have been identified where further work would be beneficial.

7.4.1 Tracking

There would be a lot of benefit in improving the inertial tracking system. Firstly, full 6 DoF position and orientation tracking using sensor fusion algorithms would greatly improve the user experience. If such tracking functionality was added to the system then users would have a much immersive experience available to them, as they would be able to walk around a site with digital objects remaining in position. Secondly, the marker-based tracking part of the system could also be improved. Different types of markers should be investigated to find ones that suit particular outdoor environments best and result in fewest false positive readings.
7.4.2 Interaction

More interaction with the AR system could provide a more engaging experience to heritage site visitors. This system had a small amount of interaction, but this was added more by necessity than by design (see Section 3.6.2.1). Some participants said they found the positioning of objects frustrating, but conversely some said they actually enjoyed the process. To add more interest, interactive features that utilise the multitouch functionality of the iPad could be implemented; for example, the user could touch different objects on screen for additional content, or they could slide their finger over a timeline to show how a particular building has changed over time.

7.4.3 Evaluation

Improvements could also be made to the way the user study was carried out. Firstly, a greater number of participants would be beneficial, as well as more varied participants. Most of the participants recruited were students, meaning that they were all of a similar age and education level and most were technologically able. It would have been useful to recruit some older participants who may not be so comfortable using technology, as well as some children, as these groups also reflect possible users of an AR system at a heritage site.

A future study could also include an alternative method of visualising cultural heritage objects and buildings, so that it could be compared directly to the AR system. This way, the research could suggest whether or not AR systems provide a “better” method of visualisation than another method.

If a future study were to still include the subjective image quality rating element, then more experts could be used to get more consistent results as in Shelley et al. [77], where a panel of ten experts was used. Also, a more finely-grained rating scale could be used, for example 1 - 5 instead of 1 - 3, which may allow the experts to
provide more precise ratings. A short questionnaire for each image could be used as an alternative to simply rating four aspects of each image as in Shelley et al. [77], but this may increase the time required for each of the experts to complete their ratings, and could result in the experts becoming fatigued.

7.5 Final conclusion

AR interfaces are often heralded about as being “the next big thing” in technology that will permeate our entire lives. However, technology limitations are the significant barrier to this, and until recently AR technology has often been used as a gimmick for advertising, or used only by computer scientists as part of their throwaway research projects. However, recent projects that have attracted the attention of the media and the general public, such as Google’s head-mounted AR display project called Project Glass[^1] promise to bring AR technology to the masses. In each new generation of technology, new hardware features allow developers to improve the user experience, and this project has shown how this technology can be harnessed and used to help visualise cultural heritage content in an effort to present it in a more engaging way. The final system was not without its problems, but this document has detailed ways in which these problems could be overcome, as well as how the system could be extended to provide an even more interesting and immersive experience for the heritage site visitor.

[^1]: [http://plus.google.com/+projectglass/about](http://plus.google.com/+projectglass/about) [last access 10th December 2012]
Appendix A

Post-session questionnaire
Augmented reality user study - Post-session questionnaire

Date: ________________________________
Candidate ID: ________________________

Based on your experiences during the study, please state your agreement with the following statements. Please circle your answers and provide any extra information you feel is important.

1. I found it easy to recreate the reference images using the tablet.
   (Disagree) 1 2 3 4 5 (Agree)
   Additional comments:

2. The session was physically tiring.
   (Disagree) 1 2 3 4 5 (Agree)
   Additional comments:

3. I could quickly recreate the reference images using the tablet.
   (Disagree) 1 2 3 4 5 (Agree)
   Additional comments:

4. The system was enjoyable to use.
   (Disagree) 1 2 3 4 5 (Agree)
   Additional comments:

5. I found each new task easier to complete than the last one.
   (Disagree) 1 2 3 4 5 (Agree)
   Additional comments:
6. Using the system frustrated me.
   (Disagree) 1 2 3 4 5 (Agree)
   Additional comments:

7. I would use the system again.
   (Disagree) 1 2 3 4 5 (Agree)
   Additional comments:

8. After my visit to a heritage site, I would share the augmented photos I took with friends and family, e.g. on Facebook or another social network.
   (Disagree) 1 2 3 4 5 (Agree)
   Additional comments:

9. I found that the visual quality of the system was high.
   (Disagree) 1 2 3 4 5 (Agree)
   Additional comments:

10. The markers were positioned at the correct height for me.
    (Disagree) 1 2 3 4 5 (Agree)
    Additional comments:
11. The initial training provided before the session was helpful.
   (Disagree)  1  2  3  4  5  (Agree)
   Additional comments:

12. I had to be reminded about how to use the system during the study.
   (Disagree)  1  2  3  4  5  (Agree)
   Additional comments:

13. I found the system easy to use.
   (Disagree)  1  2  3  4  5  (Agree)
   Additional comments:

14. I made a lot of mistakes when using the system.
   (Disagree)  1  2  3  4  5  (Agree)
   Additional comments:

15. How would you improve the system? Please state below.

16. Please state any further feedback below.

17. If you would like to be informed about the results of this study, please write your email address below.
Appendix B

Reference images
Figure B.1: Reference image 1.
Figure B.2: Reference image 2.
Figure B.3: Reference image 3.
Figure B.4: Reference image 4.
Appendix C

Pre-session questionnaire
Augmented reality user study - Pre-session questionnaire

Date: _______________________________________

Candidate ID: ____________________________

1. Handedness: [ ] Left  [ ] Right  [ ] Ambidextrous


3. Gender: [ ] Male  [ ] Female

4. Height:

5. Please indicate your typical computer usage: [ ] Daily  [ ] Weekly  [ ] Monthly  [ ] Never

6. Do you own a smart phone (e.g. an iPhone)?: [ ] Yes  [ ] No

7. Do you regularly (at least once a week) use a tablet device with a touch screen?: [ ] Yes  [ ] No

8. Before this study, were you aware of Augmented Reality technology?: [ ] Yes  [ ] No

9. Before this study, had you used Augmented Reality technology?: [ ] Yes  [ ] No

10. Please read and complete the consent form.
Appendix D

Data sheet
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marker 1</th>
<th>Marker 2</th>
<th>Marker 3</th>
<th>Marker 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S:</td>
<td>S:</td>
<td>S:</td>
<td>S:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F:</td>
<td>F:</td>
<td>F:</td>
<td>F:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Incorrect marker detected
- Screen mistakenly pressed
- User takes photo
- Question asked by participant
- Hint given to participant
- Application crashed

Notes:
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